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and 
Their Inroads in India and P ersia. 
(Read on 28th August 1916.) 
I. 
During the present war, we have been often hearing of the a ncient 
Introduction. Huns, because some of the ways of fighting of our 
enemies have been compared to those of these 
people. Again, the German Emperor himself had once referred to 
them in his speech before his troops when he sent them under the 
command of his brother to China to fight ;tgainst the Boxers. H e had 
tlius addressed them :-" When you meet the foe you .will defeat him. 
No quarter will be given, no prisoners will be taken. Let a ll who 
fall into your ha nds be at your mercy. Just as Huns, a thousand 
years ago, under the leadership of Attila, gained a reputation in virtue 
of which they still live in historic tradition, so may the na me of 
Germany become known in such a manner in China that no Chinama n 
will ever again da re even to look askance at a German." 
Well-nigh all the countries, where war is being waged at present, 
were, at one time or another, the fields of the war-like activities of the 
Huns . Not only that, but the history of almost all the nations, engag-
.ed in the present war, have, at one time or another, been affected by 
the hi story of the Huns . The early ancestors of almost all of them 
had fought with the Huns . 
The writer of the article on Huns in the Encyclopredia Brita nnica 1 
When does the 
History of the Huns 
.begin ? 
says, that " the authentic history of the Huns in 
Europe practically begins about the year 372 
A.D., when under a leader named Balamir (or 
Ba la mber) they began a westward movement 
from their setUements in the steppes lying to the north of the Caspian." 
Thoug h their strictly a uthentic history may be said to begin with the 
Christian era, or two or three centuries later, their semi-authentic 
history began a very long time before that. They had powerful monar-
chies a nd extensive empires, and illustrious conquerors and rulers . 
They had a glorious as well as an unglorious pas t during a period 
of nearly 2,000 years. According to the Avesta and Pa hlavi books of 
the Parsees, they had fought with the ancient Persians of the times 
19th edition, Vol. 12, p. 38 •. 
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of Zoroaster and even with those of -times anterior to him . The 
History of the Huns, is the history, as said by M. Deguignes, "of 
a nation almost ignored, which established, a t different times, power-
ful monarchies in Asia, Europe and Africa. The Huns, who, later 
on, bore the name of ' Turks,' natives of a country situated on the 
North of China, between the rivers Irtish and Amur, made themselves, 
by degrees, masters of the whole of the great Tartary. Since 200 B. c., 
several royal families have successively reigned in these vast countries. 
They had empires more extensive than tha t of Rome, illustrious em-
perors, leg isla tors and conquerors who have given ris to considerable 
r evolutions. "1 It is the history of a nation, who has, throug h its onc 
bra nch or another, "contributed to the destruction of the Roman 
Empire, ravaged Fra nce, Italy, Germany and a ll the countries North 
of Europe, ruined the empire of the Khalifs, and possessed the Holy 
land. "2 Their Empire, which, at one time, extended to Western 
Europe in the W est, a nd to Chin-a in the East, has left, as it were, 
its marks in the na mes of -places like Hungary in Europe a nd H1mza~ 
in Asia. In the name of Hungary, we see its old Chinese name, viz., 
H eungnoo or Huing nu. They were" a people who lived with g lory 
during more than 2,000 years."4 Gibbon" speaks of them as "the 
terror of the world." It was more tha n once, tha t they had shown 
themselves to be the terror of the world . It was during , what may 
be called, their second period of terror in Europe, that their name was 
associated with Attila. 
At different times and a t different places, they were the subjects, 
the a llies a nd the enemies of Rome. Gaul was 
The Huns, the 
subjects, allies, and 
enemies of various 
nations at different 
times. 
at different times open "to incursions of Van-
dals, Germans, Suevi, a nd savage eastern Allani." 
Of these, the Allani were "perhaps pressed into 
the Empire by the advance of the Huns from 
their Scythian steppes. " . Britain was long ruled 
by Rome. But it was the pressure of various eastern tribes, apd, 
a mong them, that of the Huns, which compelled Rome to look after 
its own home in Ita ly and to withdraw its a rmy and its protection 
from Britain. In about 406 A.D., Rome withdrew its leg-ions from 
1 1 translate from" H istoi re Genthale des H uns, des Turcs. d~s Mogols, et d~ autres 
Tartares occid~taux, &c., avant et depuis Jesus Christ jusqu' a present," par M. De-
guignes ('756) Tome premier, partie premiere. P reface p. V. • 1 bid, p. V I. 
3 Lit. Place lJil ) of the H uns. It is also known a s Kanjud. It is a State on the Upper 
Indus, forming a part of the country of GiIgit. 
• Histoire d~ Huns, &c .• by M. Deguignes, p. XXV. 
5 Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Rom;ln Empire (1745), VoL 11, p. 342-
S "Leaders and Landmarks in European History," by A. H . R. MOllcrieff and H_ J. 
Chaytor, Vol. I, p. ' 49. 
, 
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Britain. 1 They had long wars with the ancient Romans, the 
ancient Germans and with other nations of Europe. During these 
wars, they had advanced up to the further West of Europe. Their 
wars and their inroads had even forced some of the people of the West 
to cross over the sea and to go to Africa, Again, they had frequent 
wars with the anc'ient Persians from very early times to the later times 
of the Sassanians. Coming to India, they had made more than one 
inroad into the country. Not only had they made inroads, but had 
made a long stay and ruled for a number of years over various parts of 
the country, extending from Kathiawar2 to Pataliputra. They had 
their capital at Sialkote. They are even said to have imported into 
India alien Brahmins from the West. 
History has recorded inter-marriages of the princes and princes-
ses of some of the nations of the "Vest and 
Hunnic b I 0 0 d the East with the princesses and princes of the 
mixed with that of 
several nations. Hurrs. The fact of these royal marriages sug-
gests, that there must have been inter-marriages 
among their respective subjects also. From all these facts and consider-
ations, which we will examine in this Paper, one may say, that the blood 
of many of the branches of the above nations, both of the West and the 
East, has been mixed with that of the Huns. In connection with this 
subject, one may read with great interest, Mr. R. Bhandarkar's very in-
teresting article in the Indian Antiquary, ' entitled "Foreign elements 
in Hindu population," wherein, the learned author points to the Huns 
. also, as forming a foreign element in the Indian population. It is in the 
company of these Huns, that the tribe of the Gujars is said to have come 
from without to India-the tribe that gave its name to our Gujarat in 
the -West of India, and to Gujarat and Gujaranwala in the Punjab. 
n. 
It is such a people that forms the subject of my Paper. I propose to 
The object of the 
Paper and the divi-
sion oftbe subject. 
Four great king-
doms in the first 
few centuries be-
fore and after 
Christ. The rela-
tion of the Huns 
with them. 
speak of them, not only from the Western point 
of view , but also from the Iranian and Indian 
points of view. ] he object of this Paper is, 
not so much to give any running history of this 
people, as to refer to some events in their history 
Which had some far-reaching results. The sub-
ject was suggested to me during my study for a 
paper on "The Hunas of the Indian books in 
the Avesta and Pahlavi books of the Parsees," 
contributed for the coming memorial volume in honour of our vener-
, Ibid . 
• For their relations with Kathiawar. 'Vide the recent (rQr6) interesting book en "Tbe 
History ot Kathiawar," by Captain H. 'Vilberforce Bell, pp. 3',37. 40. 
3 India n Antiquary of January r9r r. 
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able and esteemed Sanskrit scholar, Dr. Sir Ramcrishna Gopal Bhan-
darkar, on the occasion of his 80th birthday. This Paper is based on 
collateral notes collected during the study for that paper. It contains 
only a passing reference to the special subject of that paper. 
In the few centuries before and after Christ, there existed the follow-
ing great kingdoms :-
I China in the East, 2 Rome in the West, 3 Persia under the 
Parthian rule and 4 India. The last two stood between' th'e 
first two, as connecting links. 
./ 
The Huns, under different names, had relations with the nations of 
all these four great kingdoms, and lived, at times, now <:lnd then,. here 
and there, on the frontiers of these four great kingdoms, harassed 
their people and had long wars with them. Again, at times, they lived 
as subjects of these kingdoms and at times, as their allies. We 
will speak of the relations of the Huns with these four great powers at 
or about the commencement of the Christian era. 
Our sources of information on the History ~f the Huns are various. 
I. Firstly, as to their relation with China, we 
Sources of inform a- Ch· have to look to the mese annals, which l1"ive tion. ~ 
. us also a glimpse into their origin and very early 
history. We find a good account based on these annals, in the 
" Histoire Generale des Huns, des Turcs , des Mogols, et des a utres 
Tartares occidentaux, &c.", by M. Deguignes. In this connection, we 
must bear in mind, that the Huns were known in different countries 
and in different ages by various names, such as, Turcs, Mongols, 
Tartares, Haetalites, &c. 
2. For their relations with Rome, ill whose decline and fall, they 
had a strong hand, we have to look to various classical writers, whose 
accounts have been presented to us by various recent writers. Gibbon 
has spoken of them in his Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire. 
3. As to Persia, we have references to ' them in the Avesta a nd 
Pahlavi books of the Parsees, where they are spoken of as Hfinus. I 
will not speak of these references here, as I have referred to them, as 
said above, in a separate paper ill the Bhandarkar Memorial Volume. 
Several Mahomedan writers on the history of Pe'rsia, such as Firdousi, 
Ma9oudi, and Tabari, have spoken of them. But they have not 
spoken of them under their original name of Huns but as Haetalites, 
Turcs, &c. I will refer to them, when I speak of the inroads of the 
Huns in the Sassanian times. 1 
1 'Ye get a very good account of them in the late lVI. E. Drown's H Memoire sur Ies 
EpntnaJites dans leur< Rapp"rts avec les Rois Perses Sassacides " (,8qS). 
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4- Coming to our own country, India, they are referred to in India n 
books and in Indian inscriptions. Just as they had, following the ' 
inroads of the German a nd Gothic tribes, a strong hand in bringing 
about the downfall of the Roman Empire, and just as they had, follow-
ed by the Arabs, a hand in the downfall of the Sassanian Empire of 
Persia, they had a hand in the downfall of the Indian Empire of the 
Gupta dynasty. Again, their inroads. into India should not be taken as 
a separate event in their history. Just as in times before Christ, the 
check, which they had received in their inroad into China by the cons-
truction of the Great China 'NaIl, had forced them to turn to the West, 
towards the countries of the Roman Empire, so the check, which some 
of their tribes received in Europe, partially in, and mostly after, Atilla's 
time, drove them back towards the East, towards Persia and India. 
Though their inroads into Persia had weakened the Persia n Empire, 
they had a substantial check there and it was this check again that 
drove them strongly towards India . 
Origin and early 
hi s tory. Their 
movements guided 
by the ' wan t 0 f 
Bread and Butter. 
Ill. 
Before coming to the subject proper of this 
Paper, viz., their inroads into the countries ofthe 
above four g reat kingdoms in the first century 
before Christ, we will say a few words on their 
origin a nd earlier history, for which subject 
the Chinese annals, as studied and described by 
M. Deguignes, are our main authority. 
The writer of the article on Runs in the Encyclopredia Britannica1 
says : "We have no adeq uate philological data for conclusively deter-
mining the ethnological position:ofthe ancient Huns ..•..• . TJle Huns, 
in all probability, belonged to the Turkish branch of the g reat Turanian · 
race." The Avesta and Pahlavi books of the Parsees support this view. 
Tar tary has been the name by which a very extensive part of Asia, north 
of India, has been known. It has been divided into Eastern Tartary 
and the Western Tartary. Their people, the Tartars, and especially 
the W estern T artars, are known as Huns. The Eastern T artars have 
played a n important par t in the history of Asia, forming powerful 
empires here and there, but it was very rarely that they marched 
tIlwards Europe. The Avars, who latterly played some important part 
in the history of Western Asia and Eastern Europe, are the only 
branch of the Eastern T artars who went to the East. But, though 
they themselves did not go to the West, it is they, who, as it were, 
1 9th Edition, Vol. XII, 1" :;8 • . 
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torced the Western Ta r tars, the Huns, to go to the West. They invaded 
the country of the Western Tartars a nd made them fly to the West. 
It is the 'Western Tarta rs who marched towards the W est, towards 
India a nd Persia in Asia , a nd towa rds Rome, Fra nce, Germa ny, etc. , in 
Europe, that a re known as Huns. They a re called H il nus by Ira nia n 
writers, Hunas by India n writers a nd Huns by Roma n writers. In 
Tartary itself they bore the n<lme of Hieng nou.1 M. Deguig nes 
identifies them with the Heung noo or Hiung nu, who, according to 
Chinese wri ters, owned a great empire from the Caspia n to the frontiers 
of China . This t:mpire then' fell into a sta te of anarchy a nd lost a ll 
its influence a t the end of the first ' century A.D. One section of this 
fa llen race went to the ~Tes t, settled in the country nea r the river Ural 
a nd became the a ncestors of the Huns, who, 300 yea rs a fter, re-asserted 
their power a nd influence under Ba la mir a nd came into contact with the 
R omans. 
Thus, what we see is this: The Huns leave t heir Asia tic country a nd 
advance towards the West as well a s towards the East. In the Wes t, 
they drive tribes a fter tribes from thei r countries. These tribes, being 
driven from their countries, enter, a t t imes peacefully, but genera lly, 
fig hting into other regions and drive a way the people thereof. The 
people, thus driven in their turn, force others to leave their places. It is 
something like wha t would happen in a crowd. Those behind push those 
in their fron t. These in their turn, push those before them a nd so on. 
Thus, the slightest push or rush behind produces a rush a ll along the 
line a nd even in the distant fron t. This was what happened in the 
case of the inroads of these people towards the "Vest- in Europe as 
well as in Asia . 
Now, what is a t the bottom of these g ra nd na tiona l or tribal pushes, 
is the dema nd for Bread a nd Butter. Dr. ElIesworth Hutting ton 
has very well illustra ted this fact in his" Pulse of Asia. A Journey 
in Centra l Asia , illustrating the Geog ra phical basis of History. JJ H e 
dwells upon, a nd illustrates, what is called" the Geogra phic Theory of 
History. JJ Applying this to the History of Europe, what we find is 
this : The Huns who lived in Asia , were, owing to a cha nge in the 
physica l condition of their country, obliged to leave their country in 
search of bread. They g radually dispersed in la rge numbers. Some 
went to the East 'a nd some to the West. In their search for bread, the)' 
drove away by force the people of the country where they found bread. 
The people thus displaced , proceeded fur ther and drove away the people 
of the country they occupied. Thus, it was tha t the Huns had drive n 
, Histoi,. Generale des Huns " by \\1. D.guignes. Tome I. Parti. I . p . • '3. 
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away some of the German tribes, who, in their turn, went to other 
countries. 
M. Deguignes begins their history, on the authority of Chinese 
Their History in 
the East on the 
au thority of Chinese 
annals. 
accounts, at about 1200 B. C.1 Though it is since 
209 B. C., that we get some proper materials for 
their history, they flourished long before that 
time. Their first empire was destroyed by the 
Chinese and it was restored by Teon-man-tanjou, 
who was their first Emperor, known in history. H e died in 209 B. C. 
M. Deguignes gives a long list of his successors from B. C. 209 to A. 
C. 93. ' During the reign of one of these successors, Pou-nou-tanjou, 
who came to the throne in 46 A.D., a g reat famine devasted their 
country and weakened their empire. During the time of weakness and 
difficulty, they were driven to the 10r th by the Eastern Tartars. The 
Chinese also attacked them and compelled them to leave their country. 
Some of them went towards Kashgar and Aksou. Thus, their empire 
in Tartary, in the north of China known as the country of Turkestan, 
was destroyed_ 
It was a branch of. these early Huns, that latterly went to Europe al 
the time when Emperor Valens was ruling at Rome. They were then 
ruled by their chiefs, of whom Balamir was the principal (A.D. 376). 
M. Deguignes 3 gives a list of the dates of his reign, and of his 
successors' or contemporaries' reigns as follows :-
Balamir.. . A. D. 376. 
Uldes " 400. A prince named Donat 
Aspar 
Roi las 
Roua or Rugula 
Attila and Bleda (the nephews 
of Roua) 
was his contemporary. 
42 4. 
" 42 5. 
433· 
Bleda died in 444. Then Attila 
ruled alone and died in 45'\. 
Some of these may be contemporaries ruling O\'er different tribes. 
Ellac, Denghisic, Hernack, the three sons of Attila, divided the 
countries of Attila among themselves and among their two other rela-
tives, Emnedzar and Uzindar. These princes were defeated by the 
Romans and the power 9f the Huns in Europe was destroyed in 468 
A.D. Some Huns preserved their power round about Georgia. Some 
l. fI C'est nux environs de ran 1,200 avantJ. C. que nOus df"vons placer Je commencemen 
de I'Emphe des Huns." .. Histoire-des Huns." Tome r.. p. I. . p. 216 . 
o Ihid . 
• Ihid. p. 218. 
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others ruled in the country near the Danube and continued there up to 
the time of their chief Zambergam who became Christian in 618 A. D. 
Since that time, the Huns have been mixed up with the Avars a bove 
referred to, who were an offshoot of the Ea stern Tartars. 
The above named Pou-nou-taIljou (46 A. D.) had, in order to secure 
the succession to the throne, to his son, got murdered another riva l 
prince. Another prince of the family of Pe, King of Gesui, closely 
related to the murdered prince had raised a revolt. He ruled in the 
south in the countri~s close to China. His country formed the Empire 
of the Huns of the South. He declared himself the Tanjou or Emperor 
of that kingdom. He made a n alliance with the Chinese and took 
an active part in wea kening the Huns of the North. But, in return, 
they were much weakened by many of their tribes joining with the 
Huns of the North. So, in the North, at about 48 A. D., another 
powerful- dynasty was formed. Deguignes g ives us a list of these 
rulers from 48 to 216 A. D. 1 
IV. 
Now, we will speak, one after a nother , of their relations with, or 
inroads into, the territories of the Chinese, P ersia n, Roma n, and Indian 
Empires. 
I.-THEIR RELATIONS WITH THE CHINESE EMPIRE. 
According to the Chinese writers, in the third century B. C., their 
The Huns in the 
3rd century B. C. 
and the Great 
Wall of China. 
rule extended from the Caspian Sea to China. One 
of the Chinese Emperors, named Cheng, built in ' 
the 3rd century B. C . . a g reat wall to prevent their 
frequent inroads into his territories. This emper9r 
had come to the throne in 246 B. C. a t the age 
of 13. He drove away the Huns in 2IS B. C. and then built the Great 
Wall. By an irony of fate, China was up to late, ruled by the princes 
of the Manchou T artars who were the descenda nts ot the very race 
again,;t whom the Chinese wall was built. It is said of this Great Wall 
that about 30 lacs of men were engaged in building it. An army of 3 
lacs of men was engaged to defend the labourers. It was more tnan 
I,SOO miles long . It was 10 to 40 feet ill height and I; feet in breadth. 
' One of the reasons for the Fa ll and D ecl ine of Rome (and a lso of the 
check of the rising power of the then Germans to a certain extent) was 
this Great Chinese Wall. Of course, the inroads into Ita ly of the Teutonic 
tribes, which formed the German na tion in the Sth century, formed, one 
of the reasons-orte of the principa l reasons, perha ps the principa l 
reason-of the downfall of the Roman Empire. But, we will sec later 
1 [bid, p. 2 f9. 
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on, that these German hordes were dispersed and driven towards Italy 
by these Huns, the barbarian hordes of Central Asia. 
The Pyramids, the Great "Vall of China, and the Himalays are 
spoken of by some to be the three greatest "Vonders of the World. Of 
these three, one-the Himalays-is the work of Nature. It is the 
Great WalI of India, built by the hand of no Emperor, but by God, 
that Emperor of Emperors, that Grand Architect of Architects. Had 
it not been so placed or built, imagine what would have been the 
trouble of our rulers to protect the country from Northern invaders. 
This wall of Nature gives one an idea of the importance of tbe Chinese 
Wall to the great Chinese Empire. The Pyramids form a grand work 
of man. But they are mere mausoleums, and had and have no practi-
cal use, proportional to the great expense of money and trouble spent 
over them. But the Great Wall of China had the practical purpose 
of defending the country, thus saving enormous military expenditure. 
The Romans under Julius Cresar built a wall on the Rhine, about 200 
years after the Great Chinese Wall. It was on a smaller scale and it was 
to protect the frontiers of the Roman Empire against some barbarian 
German tribes. Perhaps, the idea of this wall was suggested to Rome 
by the Chinese Wall. This Roman WaIl on the Rhine was broad 
enough on the top to serve as a military road. But it did not serve its 
purpose ~s a practical work. The German hordes were too strong for 
it. But the Chinese WalI served its purpose against the Huns. 1he 
Chinese Emperor, who began building it, died in 210 B. C., while the 
WalI was being built. 
Being stopped in their frequent inroads into China in the East, the 
The · res u I t of 
building the Chin-
ese Wall. 
HUllS turned their attention to the West. They 
gradually advanced to the West. It was not a 
sudden march from the East to the West, but 
was a work of years, nay of centuries. Those 
were not the · times of regulated Transport or Commissariat 
departments in the East, especially in the case of wandering tribes like 
those of the Huns. What they did was this: When they were stopped 
in their advances at one place, they turned to another. They stopped 
there and continued to live there as long as they comfortably could. 
Feeling some kind of pinch, they advanced further. In thes.:: advances, 
at times, the tribes or the people whose country they occupied, advanced 
further in search of fresh fields for food. 
The Great Chinese Wall, having prevented the Huns from making 
frequent encroachments on the Chinese territories, forced them to turn 
towards the West in the direction of Asiatic and Greek Kingdoms, and 
towards the south-west where lived the Vue-chi. These Eastern Huns, at 
/ 
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first attacked the U-suivi tribes, who in their turn attacked the Yue-chi. 
These Yue-chi, being thus /pushed by the Huns, turned towards the 
West and attacked the Su living on Lake Balkash. The Su tribe, which 
was thus attacked, consisted of the different Turanian tribes, such as the 
Messagatre, Tochari and Dahre, who lived on the frontiers of Persia on 
the shores of the Upper Jaxartes. The Dahre seems to 'be the Dahi of 
the D!hinam Dakh}un!m of the Farvardin Yashtl of the Parsees, which 
speaks of the five known countries vf the then world. The Su tribe, 
being attacked by the HUllS, advanced to the Caspian from the OXU5. 
The Su tribes, who included the Dahre and the Messagatre then 
attacked the Greeco-Asiatic Kingdom of Bactria and the Asiatic state of 
Partbia. All this began to happen from ab(mt So years after the 
erection of the Great Chinese Wall. The Parthians opposed the above 
tribes. Thereupon, they turned back. The Scyths, Su and Yue-chi 
invaded India and made their settlements in Punjab. These inroads of 
the Huns on the Asiatic tribes postponed their inroads for a time in 
Europe. ' 
V. 
n.-THEIR RELATIONS WITH ,THE ROMAN EMPIRE. 
Claudius Ptolemy, the well-kown Egyptian Geographer, who lived at 
Alexandria in the early part of the second 
The Huns in the century A. D., refers to the, Xoftvoi Chuni 
West after Christ. (Choonoi) a tribe of the Huns, as living between 
the tribes of the Basternre and the Roxalani on the Dneiper?' 
Dionysius Periegetes, who Jived at some time about 200 A. D., 
is said to have referred to Huns living on the borders of the Caspian. 
But doubts are entertained about these references to the earlier pre-
sence of the HUlls in Europe, and the authentic history of their progress 
tn the West begins in the 4th century after Christ. Their' settlements 
were known to exist in the north of the Caspian. They advanced 
westwards in 372 A. D. Under the leadership of the above referred 
to Balamir, they defeated the Alani who occupied the district 
between the Volga and the Don. They then enlisted these Alani into 
their own service. They, afterwards, invaded the country of the 
Ostrogoths (Eastern Goths), ruled over by Ermanaric or Hermanric, in 
374 and subjugated them in the time of Hunimand, the son of Herman-
ric. They advanced further and defeated the Visigoths (or Tirvingi). 
For So years, they thus conquered the various tribes in ;the north of 
Italy, which was then not only free from their attack, but, at times 
1 Yasht XIII, '44. 
Prof. Nobbe's Text (,843), p. '7", Bk, Ill, Chap, V, '5, 
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received their help in its war with others, e.g., the Ostrog oths. In 
404-5, the Huns under a chief, named Uldin, helped' the Roman general 
Honorius in his fight with the Ostrogoths under Radagaisus or 
Ratigar. They spread in D recia, which is now called Hungary a fter 
their name. In 409, they invaded Bulgaria . In 432 or -t33, their 
.King Ruas or Rugulus received from Theodosius II an a nnua l tribute 
of £350 of gold, i.e., 14,000 £ sterling and the rank ot a Roman. 
general. 
Aetius, a promising young Roma n, was one of the hostages , g iven 
to this Hunnic King, Ruas or Rug ulas. H aving acquired some influ-
ence with the Huns, he led a n army of 60,000 Huns to Italy to a,dvance 
his own interests in his country. Differences soon arose again 
between Theodosius and Ruas. Ruas objected (a) to the Romans 
making a llia nces with some tribes on the river Danube, which tribes, 
he said, were his subjects, and Cb) to their a llowing refuge to some of 
his unruly Huns. These differences would have renewed hostilities, 
but Ruas died soon after. On his death , his nephews, Attila and 
Bleda or Belda, succee,ded him. 
Let us cast a glance at the:history of England at thi's time, a nd see, 
A glance into the / 
History of Eng-
land which for-
med a part of the 
Roman Empire at 
this time. 
how it was affected by that of the Huns. Brita in 
formed a par t of the Roma n Empire, a nd, as such, 
had a Roman army for its protection. Some 
German legions a lso formed a part of this a rmy. 
The Zoroastria n Mithraism of ancient Persia, 
several monuments of which have been found in 
London, York, Gloucestershire, New Castle and other places, is said to 
have been introduced into England by. among others, these German 
legions ofthe Roman army of occupation,1 Rome, when it began to be 
invaded by eastern tribes, had to look to the safety of its own home than 
to that of distant dominions like Britain. It ha d its difficulties first with 
the Goths and then with the Huns. So, Britain was much neglected. 
The Scots and the Picts often invaded England in the 4th century 
A. D. In 368 A. D., they had penetrated as far as London. Rome, 
owing to its own home difficulties ; could not attend to the a pr;eal of 
Britain to send troops for its protection. Rome withdrew the last of its 
regular a rmy from Eng la nd, in about 406 A. D. But, a t the earnest 
demand of the people, it sent its legions again in 418 A. D. to protect 
the country against the inroads of the Scots and the Picts. The 
legions drove away the invaders, repa ired British fortresses and ins-
tructed native Britons how to defend themselves and returned 0 Rome. 
1 Cnmont's Mithraism. Vide Legge's Forerunners and Rivals of Cbristianity. 
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The Scots and the Picts again inva ded Eng land. The people, under 
their Gaulish Bishop, St. Germa~ne of Auxaine, defeated them in 429 
A.D. The victory a t this battle is known as, "the Halleluja Victory" 
on account of the well-known cry of Hallelujah1 being raised at it by 
the soldiers. In 446 A.D., tht: Britons again asked for help from 
Rome against the invading Scots. But Rome itself was then rapidly 
faIling on account of its wars with the Huns. The letter to Rome 
asking for help is known as "the g roans of the Britons." Actius, the 
Roman General, commanded the army of the tottering empire of Rome, 
which was threatened by Attila . The Romans having refused the 
required help, the Britons called for help the Saxons who lived on the 
North-Western coas t.of Germany. They were to a certain extent as 
bad barbaria ns a t tha t time as the Picts and the Scots, but, in times of 
difficulty, were looked to as saviours. The Saxons themselves were 
feelin g the pressure of the advancing Huns on the continent; so, 
perhaps, they eagerly g rasped this opportunity to save themselves as 
well as the Britons. 
As said by Mr. Moncrieff, "it has been surmised with some proba -
bility, that it was. the pressure of Attila's conquest that drove our Saxon 
forefathers to make settlements in Britain. H e is said to have formed 
an alliance as far east as China, a nd thus to have neutra lized a nother 
Ta rtar host that would have pressed him from tha t side as li e pressed 
upon the western tribes. Not for the first nor the las t time now did 
Asian hordes overflow from. their steppes into Europe." 2 
Attila or Etzel, born in 406 A. D., became the king of Huns in 434 
A.D. 'He was the son of Mundzuk, the brother of 
Attila. the last Hunnic king, Ruas or Rug ulus, whom 
the Roman King Theodosius paid the a nnua l 
tribute ot £14,000. Before he came to the thron'e, the Romans a nd the 
Huns were on the point of war, which, however, was avoided ,by' the 
death of his uncle King Ruas or Rug ulus. AttiIa, on coming 
to the throne, made a treaty, the treaty of Margus, near modern 
Belgrade, said to have been made by both sides on horseback. By 
this treaty, the Roma ns of the Eastern Empire under Theodosius 
wnsented to pay double the original tribute, i.e., £28,000 sterling. 
Certain other terms acknowledging the power of the Huns were 
accepted. Among these terms were the following :- (a) The Romans 
were to return to the Huns some of their subjects who had taken 
refuge in Roman country; (b) a fine of £8 to be paid by the Romans 
1 H allelujah is H ebrew Alleluiah, i .e. 'Praise (you)Jeho \'ah" (. hala l' to praise and 'yah', 
an abbreviation of Yehovah) . 
• L eaders and Landmarks in European History from early to modern til1l.es ( [9'4), by 
A. R. H. Moncrieff and Rev. H'. J. Chaytor. Vol. I. P; [51 . 
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for every fug itive not to be traced; (c) severa l ma rkets were to be open 
both to the Huns and the Romans ; (d) Rome was to make no a lliance 
with a ny tribe tha t may be at war w ith Attila . After this tem-
pora ry peace with Rome which lasted for 8 years, th'e Huns reduced 
Scythia to.subjuga tion and then thought of a ttacking Persia again. 
They had at one time already ravaged Media , a part of Persia . They 
also adva nced westwards to the Rhine a nd fought wi th the Burgun-
dia ns. The Roma n Empire was at the time divided into two Empires, 
the Eastern a nd the Western. They invaded both (A. D. 441). They 
a ttacked Constantinople, but peace wa s soon made, whereby Attila was 
offered thrice the previous a nnual tribute, viz. , ,£84,000 and a large sum 
as indemnity. Bleda died in 445 A. D. So Attila ruled a lone. 
Buring the a bove negotia tions, Theodosius had plotted .for his assassina-
tion. Attila censured him for want of honour a nd courage, but, before 
he could do a nything , Theodosius died and was succeeded by Ma rcian, 
who refused to pay any tribute. Attila did not mind this refusa l, 
because hi s a ttention in the meantime was drawn towards the Western 
Empire where Princess Honoria , the sister of Valentinia n, who was 
once confined at Consta ntinople fo r her fra il ties, t ired of unmarried 
life, sent to him . her ring a nd a n offer of marriage. H e a ccepted 
tha t offer a nd then . began to cla im half the Roman Empire a s 
her dowry. The Visig oths were then hostile to the Romans. The 
Va nda ls offered to join him against these Visigoths undet' Theodoric. 
So,in 45I,he led a n army of 700,000 men throug h central Germany, and 
crossed the Rhine. H e defeated the Burg undia ns and passed throug h 
Gau), a nd was Checked joint ly by the Visig oths un der Theodoric a nd 
the Romans under Genera l Actius at Cha lons1 on the Marne. In the 
g reat ba ttle that was fought, Theodoric was k illed. His son Thoris-
mund retrieved the fortun e of the day a nd drove Attila ba ck to his 
camp. Attila is said to have lost from 160,000 to 300,000 men. But this 
is believed to be some exaggeration, as this defeat was not a crushing 
d efeat for the Huns, who withdrew for the time to their headquarters 
at somewhere near modern Budapest. Next year, Attila invaded the ' 
country on the Adria tic. Venice owes its fou ndation to this inroad of 
the Huns, The fug itives from his ravages went a nd founded this city 
in the lagoons of the Adriatic Coast. Attila then marched against 
R ome, which would have fa llen, had it not been saved by the embassy 
of Pope L eo. It is said tha t Pope Leo boldly came to him and 
threateningly warned him saying : " Thus fa r a nd no fur ther. " It is 
believed that St. Peter and St. Paul also appeared miracwously before 
Att ila a nd threa tened him. Att ila at once withdrew from a ny further 
a ttack on Rome. The motive of the withdrawal is not known. He 
) Some wntrrs say tha t the place of his defrat was l\1ory and not Chalons. 
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was moved more by superstit ion a t the serious words of a pries t tha n 
by mercy, a nd abstained from entering into Rome. This event saved the 
Roman civilization from the hands of the Huns. Shortly after, 
he died (453 A.D.) from the bursting of a blood vessel on the very 
night of his marriage with lIdiko or Hilda , a beautiful Gothic maiden. 
Under the ba nner Lf Attila's Huns, there foug ht, a t one time, some of 
the German tribes· - the Ostrogoths, Gepidre, Alani, H eruli a nd ma ny 
other Teutonic tribes. His Huns ruled over countries extending from 
the Rhine to the frontiers of Chalon. His men looked at him with a 
superstitious awe as a god possessing t he iron-sword of the god of war. 
H e is said to have assumed the na me of the "Scourge of God" or 
" the Fear of the World. " H e was buried in a g olden coffin , covered 
over by a silver coffin, which , in its turn, was put in a n iron coffiQ. 
His Huns got his g rave dug by war-prisoners , who then were killed 
immediately, so that the place of his tomb ma:y not be known to 
others. 1 
The g reat Germa n na ti onal epic, known as Nibelungenlied, refers to 
Attila . According to this epic, Kriemhild was 
The German epic the widow of one Siegfried, who was murdered 
and Attila . 
out of jealousy by Gunther, her brother, the King 
of Burg undy. On her husband 's death, she married Attila a nd 
thoug ht of aveng ing the death of her first husba nd. She asked Attila 
to invite her brother and his nobles to dinner at Buda Pesth. She 
then asked her friends to a ttack them. They all were killed by sword 
or fi re. She a lso then died. 
It was the invasion of Europe by Attila preceded by tha t of Allaric, 
The Invasion of 
Atilla giving a blow 
to Persian Mithra-
ism in Europe, 
tha t gave a strong blow to Mithraism that had 
spread in Europe from the Persia n towns of 
Asia Minor, &c. , the dissemina ting medium being 
the Roman legions, the Syrian a nd other mer-
chants a nsi slaves, the imperia l officers, &c. 2 
Mithraism had spread even in Brita in, where several Mithrrea 
have been excavated. 3 It had spread in Germany" a nd it i? saId, that 
it were the German legions who forml~d a part of the Roma n army of 
occupa tion in Britain tha t had a g reat hand in its spreaJ there, in 
various places like York , ' Gloucester, Chester a nd even as fa r in the 
1. For some further particulars about Attila, vide ,. Leaders and Landmarks in 
E uropean History" by Mr. Moncrieff a nd Rev. Chaytor, pp. '.S' et seq:' 
• " T be Mysteries of Mithra" by PrOf. Franz CumoDt, transla ted from the second revised 
French pditinn hy Thomas J. McCormack (1<1"3), pp. 40 et seg., 6, et seg., 74 et seg. 
, 3 I bid .. pp. 50 et seq . 
• " Forerunners and R ivals of Christianity, being Studies in R elig ious History from 330 
B. C. to 330 A. D," by F. Legge ('9'5), Vol. n, p. '30, n. 3. 
, 
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north as Carlisle and New Castle.1 Like many other legions of the 
army of the g reat Roman Empire, these German legions also seem to 
have kindly taken to Mithraism, when they came into contact with the 
Persian soldiers in the frequent wa rs of the Romans with the Persia ns. 
The Cult of Mithra, in one form or a nother, is said to be very old. The 
recent discovery of some inscriptions leads to show, that Mithra" was 
one of the most exalted deities of the presumably Aryan Hittites or 
Mitannians a t a da te not la ter than 1272 B.C." 2 One scholar carries 
the da te of one of the inscriptions to 1900 B. C.' 
The outline, in which Mr. Legge sums up M. Cumont's accoun t of 
the spread of Mithraism, enables one to see properly the part tha t 
Ala ric a nd Attila a nd their Huns played in giving a blow to this 
Mithraism, and in preparing Europe for the further spread of Chris-
tianity of which it was a principal rival. ' 
1. /hid., pp. 50 et seq . 
3 Ibid, n. :;. 
2 I hid., Vo!. I, Introduction, p. LXIl. 
.. Mr. Legge's outline runs as follows ;-
"As usual, the official form of religion in the Roman Empire had for some time given in. 
dications of the coming change in the form of Government. The SUll had always be-en the 
principal natural object worshipped by the Persians, and a high-priest of the Sun-God had 
sat upon the Imperial throne of Rome in the form of the miserable Heliog abalus. Only 33 
years before D iocletian, Aurelian, son of another Sun·God's priestess and as virile and 
rugged as his predecessor was soft and effeminate, had also made the S\Ul·God the object of 
his special devotion and of an official worship, Hence Diocletian a nd his colleague Galerius 
were a ssured in advance of the approval of a large part of their subjects when they t06k the 
final plunge in 307 A. D:, and proclaimed Mithras, .. the unconquered Sun-God," the Protector 
of their Empire . 
.. In spite of tbis, however, it is very difficult to say how 1\1ithras originally became known 
to tbe Romans. Plutarch says indeed tha t his cult was first introduced by the Cilician pirates 
wbo were put dOwn by Pompey! Tbis is not Iik~ly to be literally true; fQr the summary 
methods adopted by these sea·robhers towards their Roman prisoners hardly gave 
much time {or proselytism, while most of the pilates whom Pompey spared a t the close of 
his successful operations he deported to Acruea . which was one at the few places within 
the Empire . where the M,tha raic faitb did not afterwards sbew itself. \Vbat Plutarch's story 
probably means is that the worsbip of Mithras first came to Rome from Asia Minor and 
there are many facts which go to confirm this. 1\I. Cumont, tbe historian of · '11ithraism , 
bas shown, that long before the Romans set foot in Asia, there were many colomes ot 
emigrants from Persia who with their magi or priests had settled in Asia Minor, including in 
that phrase Galatia, Phrygia, L ydia. and probably Cilicia. \ Vhen Rome began to absorb 
these provinces, s laves. prisoners, and merchants from them would naturally find their 
way to Rome, and in time would no doubt-draw together for the worship of their national 
deities in the waY tba t we b."e seen pursued by the worshippers of the A1exandrian 
Isis a nd the Jewish exiles. The magi of Asia lI'Gnor wer" great supporters of Mithridates, 
and the l\fithridatic wa rs were no doubt responsible for a large number ot these immigrants. 
.. Once introduced, however, the worship of Mithras spread like wild-fire. The legions from 
the. first took kindly to It, and this is tho less surprising when we find that many of them were 
recruited under the earliest emperors in Anatolian states like Commagene, wll".e the cult 
20 
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It is pointed out that "the-strictly monarchial doctrine" of Mi-
thraism had appealed greatly to the Roman emperors who saw that 
" in a quasi-Oriental despotism lay the only chance of salvation for the 
Roman' Empire." 1 In passing to the West and in spreading there, 
it had undergone such a change from its original form, that, according 
to Mr. Legge, "Western Mithraism was looked upon by the Sassnian 
reformers as a dangerous heresy.'" This rather gave to the Roman 
emperors "an additional reason for supporting it.'" Dacia, the 
country of modern Hungary and Roumania, had become the centre of 
many Mithrrea in the time of Trajan who favoured Mithraism "as an 
universal and syncretic religion.'" So, a short time after, with the 
desolation of Dacia at the hand of the Goths and the Vandals, Mith-
raism, which had its principal seat there, centred in the midst of 
a number of Mithrrea, received a great blow. When Aurelian aban-
doned Dacia in 255 A. D. to the Goths and the Vandals, Mithraism 
suffered a great blow, which paved the way for Christianity, beca use, 
with the fall of Dacia, people began to look more towards the Christian 
Constantinople than the Pagan Rome as the seat of the Roman empire. 
-The Mithrrea or the temples of Mithras began to be wrecked and 
plundered. The masses began to turn from Mithraism to Christianity. 
The adherents of Mithra, popula rly known as the "Capped One" 
from the fact of their priest putting on a particular cap (the mitre) 
grew less and less. Thus, the invasions of Attila, which gave a great 
was. if not indigenous. yet of very early growth. Moreover the wars of the Romans against 
tbe Persians kept them constantly in tbe border provinces of tbe two empires, where the 
native populations not infrequently changed masters. The enemy's town that the legions 
besieged one year might therefore give them a friendly reception the next; and there was 
thus abundant opportunity for the acquaintance of both sides with each other's customs. 
"Vhen the Roman troops marched back to Europe, as was constantly the case during the 
civil wars which broke out on the downfall of the Julian house. they took back with them the 
worship of the new god whom they had adopted. and he thus became known through almost 
the whole of the Roman Empire. • From the shores of the Euxine to tbe north of Brittany 
and to the fringe of tbe Sahara,' a s M. Cumont says, its monuments abound, and, be 
might bave added, they have been met with also in the Egyptian Delta, in Babylon, and on 
the northern frontiers of India. In Ollr own barbarous country we have found them not only 
in London and York, but as far west as Gloucester and Cheste, and as far north as Carlisle 
and Newcastle. The Balkan countries, like Italy, Germany, Southern France, and Spain, 
are full of them; but there was One part of tbe Roman Empire into which they did not 
penetrate treely. This was Greece, where the memories of the Persian Wars long survived 
the independence of the country, and where the "escendants of those who fought at Salamis, 
Marathon and Thermopylre would have nothing to do with a god coming from ~e invaders' 
fatherland. It is only .very lately that the remains of Mithras-worsbip bave been discovered 
at tbe Pir",us and at Patras. in circumstances wbich show pretty clearly that it was tbere 
practised only by foreigners." (Fore·runners and Rivals of Christanity, being Studies in 
Religious History from 330 B. C. to 330 A. D., by F. Legge ('9'-S, pp. 228-30). 
·llftd Vol. n, p. '70. · Ibid. 
6/hid, p. 271. 
"Ibid. 
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blow to the power of Rome, also gave a great blow to Mithraism and 
a great impetus lo Christia nity.l 
In connection with this subject of the spread of Zoroastrian Mithraism 
A kind of Zoroas-
trian Mithraism in 
England. 
in Europe, it may be said that Sir George . Bird-
wood seems to think that some Zoroastrians 
even served in the Roman army. They had enter-
ed in the service of the Roma n empire in Wes-
tern Asia where Rome had many possessions. vVith the advent of the 
Roman army into England as the army of occupation, these Zoroas-
trian soldiers had gone to England, and when there, they may have 
had a direct hand in the spread of Mithraism. Zoroastrian Mithraism 
paved the way for Christianity, in so far, as it first shook and then 
broke to a certain extent the ancient paganism.' 
(a) · The food of the ordinary Huns in the very early period of their 
(aJ The habits of 
the H uns in very 
early times. 
history was of roots of some trees a nd half-raw 
Aesh of a ll animal. (b) H orses were their un-
s~parable companions. They lived as it were, on 
the back of horses, because in marches they ate on 
their back and even slept over them. (c) They were a wandering 
tribe and as such did not live in houses. (d) Their clothing was made 
pa rtly of linen and partly of the skin of field mice. (e) Their imple-
ments of war for fighting from a li ttle distance \Vere jevelins pointed 
with bones, and for fighting from close quarters swords and lassos. 
(f) In attacks, they did not advance in lines or ranks but rather in 
loose array. 
1 lhid, Vol. n, p. '73. For a succinct account of the spread of Mithraism, 'llide also .. Tb~ 
Religious Life of Ancient Rome" by J esse Benedict Carter ('9")' pp. &'"94. 
, Sir George Birdwood thus speaks. on tbe subject: .. Ewope ·owes the establisbment and 
endowment of Christianity as a State religion to the fact tbat Ccnstantine the great was 
attracted to it by the religIOn of tbe Zoroastrians. who had serv~d in the Roman legions 
under bis command. Zoroastrians, with the neo-Platooists and Christians Were the three 
principal spiritualizing influences closely inter·related, and equally free f'nlm dogma Lie theology 
that at la8t broke down the whole structure of paganism west of the Indus right OD to Great 
Britain; and on the ruins of the temples of Greece and Rome appea.ed the domes and towers 
and spires of the Catholic Roman Schismatic Greek Cburches. In Great Britain, tbere are, 
I believe, 40 contemporary monuments of ancient Persians, Zoroastrians of the Roman army 
of occupation in these islands; and tbe remains of several of them are to be found along the 
wall of Hadrian within a cycle sweep of Edinburgh. At St. Ives in Huttingdonshire, the 
;tbbot of Ramsay in the nth century, dedicated a chapel to lvo, a Zoroastrian, wbo came to 
England and died bere in the 7th century-possibly as a refogee from Iran when 6n,t invade.:! 
by the Arabs. Our Western code of social etiquette reaches Us from the ancient Persian 
Court. through the Court of the Cresars of Constantinople and thence through the courts of the 
Medireval Cbristiandom that sprang up out of the dust of fallen Rome. It was this 'Persian 
a.pparatus ' of sueial etiquette that taught the barbarians wbo overthrew Rome good manners 
and made us 'geotilemen' gentlemen." (Sir George Birdwood', letter to the Edinburgh 
Parsee U nion-Tbe Parsi of 30th August r!j08.) 
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•. Priscus, one ot the ambassadors fmm the Roman Empire to the 
Court of Attila, has left us · some account of the 
manners and customs of the later Huns, based on 
what he saw during his stay in Attila's Camp. 
(b) The manners 
and customs of the 
Huns in Attila's 
time. From this, we learn the following 1 :-
I. Attila's quarters in his camp were in a "palace of logs and 
planks, t:nclosed by palisades and dignified by turrets." 
2 . His many wives had separate lodges, where they worked at 
preparing showy dresses for the soldiers. 
3. Some of the Romans, who were take·n prisoners, married 
Hunnic women in Attila's Camp. 
4. Their dinner time was at three in the afternoon, which they 
ca1ied "the 9th hour," counting the hours from six in the 
morning. 
5. The first thing offered before dinner was a cup of wine, which 
the guests drank in honour and for the health of their host. 
It was after drinking this health thfi t they took their seats 
for dinner. 
6. At dinner, the king sat on a coach, his eldest son sitting by 
his side in reverential awe for his father. 
7. The lling had a simple clean dress but the llobles had their 
arms, bridles, and even the shoes of their horses decorated 
with jewels. The king drank and ate in wooden cups and 
plates, but the nobles ate in silver and gold ones. 
8. They ate at separate tables in parties of three or four. 
9. The king's. fare was mostly flesh, while the others had meat, 
bread, relishes and wine. 
10. The king sent his cup to an honoured guest who stood up and · 
dra nk it standing. Each guest had a separate cupbearer. 
1 I. In the evening, minstrels sang at the Court. This s inging was 
accompanied by t-r followed by some musical performances. 
In connection with this matter, Mr. Moncrieff adds: "This 
is the type of a Tartar, and the description of his rude 
Court is not unlike what may be seen to-day in a Mongol 
Chief's Yltri; nor indeed were his revels more barbareus 
than those of the Germans and Gothic kings he turned 
into vassals. In quite modern days we read of Hungarian 
leas ts as graced by the like rude minstrelsy.'12 
1 The L""ders and Landmarks in European History, by Moncrieff, Vol. I, pp. [S' et seg. 
:lllJid., p. '5'2. 
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12. They took special care to hide the tombs of their kings. 
They buried them in much sequestered places and then 
killed the diggers of the graves, so tha t they may not tell 
anybody where the king was buried, lest somebody may 
remove his body. At times, they diverted waters of rivers 
from their na tural beds, a nd then, burying their kings in 
those beds, let the water flow in again. 
Claudian . on the Claudia n the poet, who has written on the 
Huns of the 5th Fall of the Roman Empire, has thus given a 
century A. D. picture of the Huns of the 5th century: 
" There is a race on Scythia 's verge extreme 
Eastward beyond the Ta urs' chilly stream. 
The Northern Rear looks on no uglier crew ; 
Bare is their garb, their bodies foul to view. 
Their souls a re ne'er subdued to steady toil, 
Or Cere's webs. Their sustena nce is spoil. 
With horried wounds they gast their brutal brows 
A:~d o'ver their murdered pa rents bind their vows. \J 
On the death of 
The H uns after 
the death of Attila. 
Attila in 453, his Hunnic empire fell into pieces. 
His sons quarrelled among themselves. Ardaric, 
the King of the Ga pidre, rose in revolt against 
Attila's sons. In a battle near the river Netad in 
Pa nnonia, 30,000 Huns and their confederates were killed, among whom 
a lso was Ellak, the eldest son of Attila . The Huns were broken as a 
nation and they dispersed. Some ot their hordes began to live under 
the Romans in modern Servia and Bulgaria. The ma in part of the 
Huns returned to, and lived in , the plains of the river Ura l, which were 
their home till about a century ago. About thirty years after this, 
their two tribes-the Kulurg uri a nd Utarguri, reappeared under the 
name of Bulga ri. They again invaded the Eastern Empire of the 
Romans and continued ha rassing it for 72 years (485-557). The Avars, 
who were, up to now, a tribe under them, got ascendency over them 
for some time. But the Huns und~r Krobat or Kubrat again regained 
their independence in 630, made a treaty with Emperor H erac1ius. 
On the death of Krobat, his dominions were divided among his five 
sons. The Huns und er the first son, Batbaias, remained in their own 
country, but those under the third son, Asperuch, crossed the Danube. 
The Huns under Batbaias afterwards came into contact with the 
Khazars on the river Volga. Their dominion was then known as the 
Great Bulgaria , whose people were spoken of as the Da nubian or 
White Bulga rians. Thus, accord ing to this account, the Bulgarians 
were the descenda nts of the Western Huns. 
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In or about the 5th century after Cjlrist, the Huns began to lose or 
Huns began to be 
known as Turks, 
and, later on, as 
Mongols or Moguls. 
lost their orig ina l name of Hiong -nou or Huns. 
One of their hordes or tribes, which was known 
a s the Turks becoming very powerful, g ave it~ 
name to the whole Hun nation. So, the Huns 
began then to be kt, own a mong the neig hbouring 
nations by the name of Turks. La ter on, when Cheng iz Kha n, the 
chief of the horde or tribe of the Mong ols or Mog uls beca me very 
powerful, his tribe g ave its na me to the whole na tion. The whole 
Tartar nation then began to be spoken of as the Mong ols or Mog uls. 
Just as one and the same river receives different names in the different 
pa r ts ot the country, through which it runs from its source to its mouth. 
so, t he one a nd the same nation, the Hiong -nou or Huns received 
different names du~ing its prog ress from th e time of its origin up to 
now, and from its original home to different coun tries. The horde or 
the tribe of the Turks who gave its name to the Huns later on, was 
called Tou-Kioue by the Chinese a nd Turks by the other adjoining 
na tions. 
The German con-
fideration of g roup:! 
before the invasion 
of the Huns, and tbe 
effect of the inva-
sion upon the confi-
deration . 
Their wars with the Roma ns had taught the 
Germans, tha t it was to their adva ntage, that 
the differnnt tribes should unite into g roups. So, 
before Attila 's invasion, the numerous Germa n 
tribes had uni ted into the following four:-
I. The Allema nni, meaning all men. They were so called , 
because their custom was to hold land ~ common among all 
men. This tribe ha.d g iven its French na me Allmagne to 
Germa ny. They lived in the south of Germa ny, in German 
Switzerla nd , the Black Forest a nd near the lake Consta nce. 
2. The Franks, who gave their name to Fra nce, and who have 
g iven us the na me Fira ng i for a ll Europeans, 'because 
the Fra nks, the French, were the first Europeans to come 
into contact with the Mahomedans (Sa racens, Arabs) in the 
Crusades. The Portug uese were the first Europeans to come 
to India . So, the India n Mog ul (Ma homeda n) rulers, taking 
them to be like the Fra nks, called them Fira ng is. After the 
Mog uls a nd following them, other Ma homeda ns, and follow-
ing them, a ll the Indians called a ll Europeans, Fira ngis. 
3. The Saxons, who lived in North Germa ny a nd who gave to the 
a ncient ·Eng lishmen the name of A.ng lo-Saxons. 
4. The Goths, who \vere divided into the Eastern Goths (Ostro-
goth ) a nd the W estern Goths (Visigoths). They were the 
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most cultured of all the Germa ns a nd were first converted to 
Christianity by Ulphilas who translated the Bible for them 
into Gothic. They lived on the banks of the Dneiper. They 
had formed a great Kingdom in the 4th century A.D. 
extending from the Baltic to the Black Sea. They included 
the Vandals and the Burgundians. 
The invl:!<sion of the Huns dispersed these Germans. According to 
Mr. Gould 1 , the invasion was like that of a wasp in a beehive when all the 
bees immediately disperse. After the invasion of the Huns, the Gocman 
groups or confideracies left their countries and began to disperse. 
The Huns, crossing the Volga for the first time in 375, invaded that 
pa r t of Germa ny where lived the Goths. The Ostrogoths, being unable 
to stand against them, crossed the Danube and entered into the domin-
ions of the Roman Empire, asking for protection. They stay~d there, 
and, after a time, led by their King Theodoric conquered Italy. The 
Visigoths or Western Goths, not )Jeing able to stand against the Huns, 
ran towards Southern Gaul a nd made Tolouse their centre. They, 
under their King Alaric, at one t ime, took Rome. The Vandals a nd 
the Suevi ra n towards Spain a nd from thence went to Africa, forming 
Carthage as their centre. T he Suevi being driven by the Huns, a lso 
occupied modern Portugal. The Angles and the Saxons crossed over 
to Britain in 449 'and conquered it. The Lengobards or Lombards 
descended into North Italy. The Burgundians descended into the 
country between the Rhone a nd the Saone a nd founded the Burgundian 
Kingdom. The cold German soil of North Germany being deserted 
by the Germans, it was latterly occupied by the Sclavs who ca me from 
the North-East and who occupied Ponerina and Molenburg. 
The whole of the dispersion of the German tribes was not bad in itself. 
Some tribes or g roups became very powerful. Among such were 
the Franks, who, at times, fought on behalf of the R omans against the 
German tribe of Allemanni a nd against the Western Goths. They 
established a g ood strong king dom and their kings es tablished their 
a uthority in a better way. 
The final result of the dispersion of the Germans was tnts : Some of 
The final result. 
Some Germ an 
tribes disappeared. 
them, escaping into adjoining countries morecivi-
lized than theirs, took up their habits and customs. 
They gradually disappeared as German tribes and 
were absorbed among the people among whom 
they lived. Thus, the old German tribes of the Vanda ls, Burgundians, 
Goths and Lombards disappeared. The Franks going into Gaul gave 
1 The story of the Nations. Germany, p. 29. 
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it the na me of Fra nce and ceased to be Germa ns. The Fra nks were 
the most importa nt of the g roups. Thus the fi na l result of the invasion 
and depreda tions of the Huns was this: Those German tribes, which 
left the country on being driven away by the Huns, were, la ter on. 
g radua lly a bsorbed into the people of the other countries where they 
went. They g radually acquired new languages a nd even new customs. 
They g radua lly di sappeared as Germa n tribes. 
We will conclude our account of the wa rs of the Huns with the 
R oma n wi th accounts g iven by two well-known Arab wr.iter , Ma90udi 
a nd T a bari, who refer to the Roma ns. 
According to la<;oudi , near the terri tories of the Khazar and the 
MaQOudi's refer-
ences to the Tu:-ks 
(Hulls) who invaded 
Rome and the ad-
joining countries. 
Ala ns near the Caucasus, in the direction of the 
west, there inhabited in a bout 932 •. D. , four 
Turki h tribes which had come down from the 
same stock. Some led the life of nomads, a nd 
some led a seda ntary life. Each of these tribes 
wu powerful, wa ruled by a chief, a.nd had its 
country a t the distance of severa l days' march from tha t of a nother. 
The coun try of one of them extended ::up to the Black Sea (la me!' 
Ni tas). They carried their excursions up to the country of the R omans 
a nd cven up to S pain . 1 These four tribes were the followin g :,-
I. The Yadjni (~) 
2 . 
3· 
+ 
The Bedjgards. (~F) 
The Bedjnlks. ( ~~) 
The Nowka rdeh (~~ /yi) 
I n a bout Hijri 320 (932 .. D.), or a little after, they fought with 
th e R oma ns. There wa a Greek c ity na med W a lendar ().l1! ) 
. lb ' , , 
whlC 1, emg on a site between the mounta ins a nd the sea, was very 
difficul t of acce . ] t came in th e way of their excursions upon the 
territories of the Roma ns. When the four tribes were quarrelling 
a mong themselve a bout a certa in Mahomeda n mercha nt, a native of 
Ardebil, who, belong ing to onc of the tribes, was ma ltreated by 'a n-
other tribe, the Greek garrison of W a lendar, taking a dvantage of the 
• interna l qua rrel, attacked their country, a nd ca rried away their 
women a nd ca ttle. The Turcs, thereupon, united, a nd with a n army 
~f 60,000 horsemen in vaded the country of their common enemies, the 
R oma ns (Hijri 332 A. D. 9{4)' Arma nus was then the King of Rome ( r J) ) ~ \..r.".t..))) (Romanus 1. t he Emperor of the East, 
, ;\facoudi , traduit par Barbier de Meyn ard, Vol. 11. , p . . , , et seq. Chapter XVII. 
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919-944 A. D.). He sent to the help of his subjects of vVaJendar, 
an army m ade up o f 12,000 cavalry-men, raised from the newly 
converted Christians of the district and 50,000 Romans. Mter a long 
and heavy fight, the Turks were pucces ful a nd they marched against 
Constantinople. They then marched uccessfully towards France a nd 
Spa in. The route followed by the a rmies of the e Turcs served, later 
on, as roads of communication with Constantinople. 
According to Ma4(oudi, " they have pliant a rticulation, curved legs 
a nd a bony frame-work, 0 soft, that they can draw the bow above 
Mac;oudi on the 
physical constitu-
tion of the Huns 
known as the 
Turks. 
their shoulders by turning themselves; and 
thanks to the softness of the vertebra of their 
back, their body appears to be entirely turned 
back. . nder the action of rigorous 
cold, the heat carrie itself and concentrates in the 
superior pa r t of their body- this is what g ives a 
strongly coloured ta int".1 "The Turcs are fat and soft. Their cha-
racter offers much analogy to that of· women. Thanks to their 
cold tempel"ament and to the humid principles which prevail in them, 
they show little aptitude for cohabitation a nd ha\'e consequently a 
small number of children. Again, continuous horse-exercise we.'\kens 
amorous de ires a mong them . Among the women, plumpness and 
humidity prevent the absorption of the , eed from the organs of gener-
ation . It is the cold w hich gives to their race a ' reddish taint . . . 
because the effect of persistent cold i to colou r red what is white." 
According to T abari, in the time of the R oman Emperor Eli!nus 
Tabari. (Julien), ome tribe ot the Huns, kno\'"n as 
Khazars, and their territorie were under the 
sway of the Roma ns. When thi Emperor invaded Per ia, ruled over 
by Sha pour ZulaktM, the Khazar , together with the Arabs, formed a 
pa rt of his a rmy. After some desul tory fight, J ulien was killed by an 
a rrow from the Persian army and wa ucceed d by J ovianus \\'ho oon 
concluded peace. 
I. 
Ill. THELR RELATIONS WITH TilE PERSIAN E~IPIRF.. 
W e saw above, that the Hun had, at fir t, their home in the teppes 
of Central Asia, They moved eastward towards 
Their Inroads in Asia. China. They mO\'ed westward and divided 
themselves into two branches, one toward s 
the valley of the Oxus and the other to that of the Volga. The 
, I Il'ive my t ranslation, fbid, Vol. rv, p, 9. 
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d ivision, which went towards the valley of the Volga, invaded, in 
a bout 375 A.D., Eastern Europe a nd drove before them the Goths (who 
a lso were an offshoot of some early Hun stock) , who thus driven, inva,ded 
t he dominions of the Roman emperors, fig hting with them, in wha t 
is known as the Gothic Wa r, in which Emperor Va lens lost his life in 
378 A. D. The Huns, with Attila a t their head, harassed the Roma n 
E mpire, both, the W estern at Ravenna a nd the Eastern a t Consta nti-
nople. Attila died in 453 A.D. His Hunnic Empire was broken by 
a ri other bra nch of their orig inal s tock in the North. The invasion a nd 
ravages of this Hunnic division in Europe were quick in their result, a nd 
did not continue long; but in the ca se of the inroads of the other 
division, that in Asia itself, they were slow and lasted long . 
The branches or offshoots of the di vision which had moved to the 
valley of the Oxus were k nown under different names. Those, who 
invaded Persia , were known a s Ephthalites or White Huns. Firoz, the 
g ra ndfa ther of Noshirwa n, was killed in fig hting with them (484 A.D.). 
The frontier kingdoms of India like Ka bul a nd the adjoining terri-
tories were then g overned by the KJsha ns. The Huns a ttacked them 
a nd occupied these territories. They then invaded India proper. This 
was a t the time when the Gupta King Ska ndagupta was reig ning. 
W e now comeJo this part of their history. W e will first speak of 
their rela tions with Persia. 
Among the above-na med four g reat kin gdoms, Persia was O1~e, with 
whom the Huns had frequent qua rrels a nd fi g hts. Under their 
different names of Huns, Turks, H aetalites, Khazars, &c., they were 
in frequent wars, one may say' in continuous 'ivars, with the Persians. 
The reason is simple, vis., their co-terminous bounda ries. In a 
certa in way, the war between these two countries may be said to be, 
not only boundary-wars, but a lso blood-wars . I have spoken, a t some 
length, elsewhere on their rela tions with the very early Persia ns on the 
a uthori ty of the Avesta and Pa hlavi books.1 According to the a ncient 
Ira nian tradi tion , the founders of both , the Iranian a nd the Tura nian 
king doms, were brothers. J ealousy and rivalry led to fi ght a nd murder, 
which now a nd then con ti nued. The history of Persia of the very early 
dynasties, the Peshadadia ns a nd the Kayanians-of times preceding 
those of what may be termed a uthentic history,-was the history ofthe 
'war of Iran with Tura n, the la tter being the cradle of the early Huns. 
The history of the Achremenia n times was mostly the history of Iran's 
war with the Greeks. But the Achremenia ns ha d a lso to fight with the 
Huns. T he Massage tre, against whom Cyrus foug ht, a nd the Sakas or 
1. Dr. Sir 1< amcrisbna G. Bhandarkar's Memoria. l Volume. 
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Scythians, against whom Darius fought, were Hunnic tribes. The 
history ofthe Parthians a nd the Sassanians was the history of Iran's wars 
with the Romans. But, these last two periods a lso were interspersed 
with frequent wars with the Huns or Turks. 
May'oudi, w ith some difference, derives the onglll of the Turks from 
the same source as the Pa hlavi Bundehesh. H e 
The P ah l a vi 
Bun d e h e s hand 
MaQoudi on the 
origin of the Huns, 
known latterly as 
Turks. 
says, that one Turk was the ancestor of all the 
Turks (Ce Turk, qui est le pere de tous les 1'urks).1 
He g ives as follows the genealogy of Firasi!b, the 
Fnlsi!v of the Pahlavi Bundehesh, the Afr! si! b of 
Firdousi: Firasiab-Bouchenk (the Pashang of 
the Bundehesh)-Nabet-Nachmir (the Zaeshm of 
the Bundehesh)-Turk-Yaceb (the Spaenyashof the Bundehesh)-Tour 
(the Tuj or Tur of the Bundehesh.)- Aferidoun (the Fredun of the 
Bundehesh.) Ma~oudi places the country of the Turks together with 
that of the Khazars, Dilemians a nd the Slavs in the sixth clime between 
Syria, Asia Minor and Mesopotamia on the one hand, and China on the 
other". One ofthe tribes of the Turks being the Khazars, who lived on 
the shores of the Caspian, the Caspian sea was called Behr-al K,hazer, 
i .e., the sea of the Khazars·. 
The T agazgez (YjAb) with whom Zadsparam, the brother o! 
Ma nuscheher, the author of the Pa lllavi Namakihl-i-M!nuschihar 4 
seems to have come into contact, and from whom he had taken some 
heretical views, o formed the bravest, most powerful and the best 
governed tribe, (la plus valeureuse, la plus puissante et la mieux 
g ouvernee) of the Turks." These Tagazgez latterly adopted 
Manichresm 7 . 
. The chief rul er of these Turks was known as the KhakAn ot the 
Khakans (0 l; I~I 0l; l~) " . They formed an empire and ruled 
over all smaller kings of the various tribes or divisions. Afrasiab 
1 Ma~oudi, Tradiut par Barbier de Meynard, Vol. [! . p. '3" 
IDid, Chapter VIII, Vol. r., po ,8 • . 
3 I bid, p .• 63. 
• Vide Ervad Bomanji N. Dhabhar's edition of the Text (19" ), 
t;" Vide my Paper on "References to China in tlte ancient books of the Parsees," lead before 
the International Congress held at Hanoi in December '90 •• -<Journal. B. B. R. A. Society, 
Vol. XXI, pp. 525'536). Vide my Asiatic Papers, Pt. I, pp. 25["252. 
o Ma~udi par B. de lVleynard, Vol. I, p. 288 
7 IDid. pp. 'w-Soo• • Ibid. p •• 88. 
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himself, the a bove referred to invetera te enemy of the IrAnians, has 
been considered to be one of such Kh!ka ns. 
An account of the relations /of the Huns with the Sassania n Persians 
The Huns and the 
Sassanians. 
is somewhat important from the point of view 
of the history of India. The Hunnic invasion of 
India , had, as we will see la ter 011, some con" 
nection with the rela tions and wars of the Huns with the Sassanian 
Persians. These Hunnic-Persian, or to speak more particul arly 
H retalite-Sassania n wars lasted for a bout 100 years.1 
We have, as it were, a la byrinth of various versions or a ccounts of 
the wars of the Sassania ns with the Huns. On the one hand, we have 
Eastern writers like Firdousi, Ma90udi, Tabari, a nd Aboulfeda , 
who differ a mong themselves. On the other ha nd, we have a number 
of Byza ntine wri ters, who a lso differ a mong themselves in the matter 
of the details of these wars. We find excellent epitomes of the ver-
siom. of these W estern writers in the History of M. Deguig nes a nd 
in the recent Memoire of M. Drouin. Among the Sassanian kings, 
Kobad is one, for whose wars with the Huns we have the most 
different versions. As M. Deguig nes says, the Huns had very long 
wars with Kobad of which the deta ils a re not known 2 • 
T he second stock of the a ncient Huns, when stopped in China, had 
T he Hun s ' 
In road s i nto 
Persia. 
remained temporarily settled in Central Asia a t 
places like Aksu, Kashgar, &c. The ancient 
Huns, who had knocked a t the gates of China , 
had a lso knocked a t the gates of Persia . T he 
history of Persia of the ' Peshdadia n a nd Kiania n times was, a s 
said a bove, the hi story of the wars of the Ira nia ns with the Turania ns, 
the a ncestors of the early Huns. The Avesta a nd the Pahla vi books 
of the Parsees speak of them. I will not speak of these here. In 
later t imes also, in the times of the Achrenenia ns a nd the Par thians, 
they had frequent wars with the Persia ns. I will not speak here of 
these wars a lso. But I wi1I speak of their wa rs during the Sassanian 
times, because it was a t this t ime tha t the Huns came into more pro-
minence both in Asia a nd in Europe. It was during these times tha t 
they made their presence and their fo rce felt to the R oma n, Persian 
• and Indian Empires. They were the descenda nts of the a bove second 
branch who had temporarily settled in Centra l Asia. 
, Tbe late M. E . Drouin speaks of tbem as Ephthalites. a nd g ives us a n excellent paper 0 11 
the subject, under the title of .. Memoire Sur les H uns Epbthalites dans leur Rapports avec 
Jes Rois Perse Sassanides." (Ex trait du Museo D. ,8gs) • 
• Histoire des Huns. T. r.. P . n, p. 332. 
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At the time when the black or sun-burnt Huns of the North were 
The orig in of the 
different n a m e s 
under which they 
came into contact 
with the Persians. 
devastating the countries of Europ , the Huns of 
the above otl"ier Hunnic bra nch, known generally 
as the white Huns, were committing inroads into 
Persia. They were known under different names, 
such as Euthaljtes, Ephthalites, Haita lites, 
Nephthalites, Atelites, Abtelites, Cida rites. 
Oriental writers speak of them genera lly as Turcs. The Huns, who, as 
said above, had settled at Kashgar and Aksu, a nd had, thence, spread 
towards the Caspia n and the frontiers ot Persia , were ca lled Te-le or 
Til-le. As they lived on the wa ters (Ab y T) £.e., the shores of the 
Oxus, they were ca lled Ab-tele. The na me Abteli te in the above list 
of their names comes from this origin. It is the corruption of this 
name 'Abtelites,' that ha s given the people their other names such 
as Euthalites and Nephthalites.1 It is this last corrupted na me Neph-
thalite, that has led some to believe tha t they were the descenda nts 
of the J ews of the Nephthali tribe. According to Taba ri, the word 
H a ita lite comes from the word' H a ita l,' which in the Bokharian 
language, mea ns " a strong man. " 2 
The d i ff ere n t 
Sassanian monarchs 
with whom the 
Huns came into 
contact. Behram-
gour, 420-438. 
The Persia ns fought with the Huns during the 
reig ns of the foll owing Sassania n monarchs :-
J . Behramgour (Behram V) 420'438 A. D. 
2. Yazdaga rd 11, 438-457. 
3· Hormuzd (Hormazd Ill), 457' 
4· Pirouze, 457-484' 
5· Balash, 484-488. 
6. Kob!d, 488-497 (Ko bad dethroned). 
7. Jlm!sp, 497-499' 
8. Kob!d (restored to throne), 499-531. 
9. Na ushirwan the just (Chosrre 1), 53 1-579. 
We will speak of the relations a nd wars of the Huns " 'ith these 
Sassanian kings. 
According to Firdousi, Behramgour was a very brave king, but he 
was of a 'jolly good fellow' type. Reports having spread round about, 
tha t he was an easy going ma n, the Khak!n of Chin thought of 
t. Histoire des H uns, by M. Deguignes, Tome I, Partie H, pp. 325-26. 
• Tabari par Zotenberg H., p. 13S. 
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taking the op,portunity of the Persian king's easy going- life to invade 
his dominions. The people, whose leader is spoken of as the 
Khak!n of Chin, were Hretalites or, Epthalites, otherwise known as the 
White Huns. Behram's courtiers grew restless over the Inews, but 
he assured them to depend upon God for the safety of the country. 
He apparently seemed ' to take the matter lightly, but really was 
a nxious about it He appointed his brother Narsi to rule for him and 
to remain at the capital, and marched with a large army to a direction 
other than that from which the enemy was coming. His people 
thought, that he shirked the.col~ing- war, but it seems, that his object 
was to entice the enemy to advance further and then to fall upon him 
in an unexpected way. Behramgour first went to the great Irania\l 
Fire-temple of Adargoushp in Azar!b!dgan and prayed for victory. 
The king could not disclose all his plans; so, the courtiers in spite of 
the remonstrances of Narsi, sent one Homai ( y ~) as a n 
envoy to the camp of the coming invader and offering a tribute ued 
for peace. The Kha kan accepted their offer and promised not to 
advance further than Merv. He asked the envoy to meet him at Merv 
with the offered presents and tribute. He then advanced upto Merv 
where he waited for the offered presents and tribute. Behramgour was 
all along kept informed by his spies of what was happening and of the 
movements of the Khakan. By an unfrequented road, he secretly 
marched towards Merv and fell upon the Khakan and his a rmy. A 
g reat battle was fought at Kashmiha n (~J) near Merv. 
The Khakan was defeated and fell a prisoner in the hand of Khazra-
v!n ( cJ 1--, ) .r=--), ,a general of Behram. ~ehram then invaded the 
territories of the Turcs (Haitalites), who all submitted to him and offer-
ed to give tributes. He then ordered a stone column to be built on the 
frontiers to mark the spot1 which no Turk or Khalaj ' may cross 
and enter into the land of Ir!n '. The Jehun or the Oxus was fixed as 
1 M. Deguignes na!Il~S the place as Pherbar, but does not give his authority (Histoire des 
Huns. T. 1. P. 11. p- 3'7)' 
• Tbe modem Kbiljis of Afgbanistan are believed to be these Kbalaj, 
, j , JJ- j ~ ~hT f. 
~ , J j j cJ 17 1 j I) ...r' rI 
1S t..:;. cJ L.ofi fr )J y~y,j. 
1S 1r.~l:\.-o cJ~~ ~ 
(Firdousi. Mecan's Calcutta Edition, Vol. HI, p. 1546.) 
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the boundary between these countries. He appointed one Shohreh1, in 
command of the frontier district. It appea rs tha t the long circuitous 
way which Behra mgour had taken was purposely intended by him 
as a ruse to take the Huns by surprise and to g ive them a crushing 
blow.' 
The religion of the Huns, a t least in early times, was, Mazdaya~nian 
and if not purely Zoroastria n, somewhat akin to Zoroastria n. At least, 
there lived ma ny Zoroastrians in their country. A statement of 
Firdousi, in connection with this victory of Behramgour over the H aeta-
lites, seems to show this. He says, that in the H aetalite centres like 
Chagan, Khatal, Balakh, Bokhara and Gurzastan' , there lived Mobads 
who went to fire-temples a nd prayed there wirh Baz a nd Barsam. · 
Behramgour then went to the great fire-temple of Adargushasp in 
Azar!badg!n and offered thanks to the Almighty for his victory. H e 
presented to the temple, for its decoration, the jewels of the crown of 
the Khaka n which he had taken with him. According to Tabari, ' in 
his war with the Huns, Behram had a lso taken prisoner the wife of 
the Khakan, the great Khatun. H e took her as a state prisoner to 
. the above great fire-temple and made her serve the temple.· This 
fact of sending a Hun lady to serve in a Fire-temple a lso shows that 
some Huns were Mazdaya«nans. This g reat victory in the battle of 
Kashmihan had fa r-reaching effects in Central Asia. The various chiefs 
and rulers soug ht the friendship of the king of Ira n, and the spread of 
Sassanian coins in Centra l Asia is believed to be the result. Behram-. 
gour's coins seem to have served as a type for the coinage of some 
surrounding people, even of India. That a lso seems to be the result of 
this great victory. 
According to Firdousi, Behram, some time after this, came to India 
and married Sepinud, the da ughter of the king of Ka nouj. The 
1 ~ r Some MSS. give the name as hamr . 
• M. Deguignes, Histoire des Huns, T. 1. P . n, p. 1.8. 
3 Some MSS. have the name as Gharchakan, 
• Mecan's Ed. Vol. Ill , p. 1548. c) I j) I..S~ , JSd.....J J ~ 
c) I ~.Y"- c)~ j ) I , y)~ 
~ ~ tN j , ,}l1 ~ .ill;.f. 
- .,.-/'. l1( "W ~~ V) IN# c) V-
s Tabari par Zotenberg, Vol. n, p. "" 
jliwj c)j/~~T ~~ jy, c)l;L:>.. c))/ c)"';L:>.. c)i 
(Munshi Naval Ki.horc·s Text of 1&'4, p. 30" ) 
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name of the Indian king, as given by Firdousi, is SJlanga l . (Jfo y 
and as g iven by Ma90udi is Shaba rmeh 2 (r"" r.). M. Drouin 
thinks that they do not sound as Hindu names. 3 I think, the first 
name is a Hindu na me corresponding to the modern name Shankar, a 
form ~f which we see in Shankaracharya. I t is mOl-e the name of a 
family than of a n individual king. According to F,irdousi, Behram on 
his return to Persia took his Indian queen to the great fire-temple of 
Adarg ushasp4 a nd got her admitted into the fold of Zoroastrianism. 
M. Drouin thinks that these events, viz., -Behram's visit to India, a nd his 
marriage with the Indian Princess Sepihnoud, a re no poetical fancies 
of Firdousi, but real facts. The Persian kings had, ere this, commenced 
to have closer rela tions with India. Hormuzd II (A.D. 305) had come 
to Kaboul a nd had married a daughter of its Kushan (Yuetchi) king . 
A copper coin of this king bears the figure of Siva with the Nandi 
symbols. This coin then illustra tes Persia's closer relations with India . 
According to, Firdousi, Behramgour sent for 10,000 singers, male a nd 
female, of the class of Luri (c.J It )}) • a nd distributed them in 
Persia to provide Indian music to his people who asked for it. It is 
these Luris, who seem to have g iven to Persia, Western Asia and 
Europe, the various classes of sing ing gypsies. It is said, that the use of 
Pahlavi a lphabet for writing purposes in the country of the H aetal-
ites began after this time of the victory of Behramgour. The Armenian 
a lphabet had gone in there before this time, in the times of the 
Parthians. 
Behramgour was succeeded by his son Yazdagard, known familiarly as 
the Sipah-dost, i.e., the friend of the soldiers. H e 
Yazdagard II (438- 1 457) and the Huns. was a lso spo <en of as Kadi, z'.e., the great. On 
his coins, he is spoken of as Kadi Yazdagardi or 
Mazdaya9na Kadi Yazdagardi. Firdousi, T abari a nd Ma9oudi, while 
speaking of this king's reign, do not refer to his wars with the 
Haetalites. Tt is the Armenia n writers, who g ive us a g limpse of 
these wars. • H e carried invasions over the country of the Ephtha-
lite or Haetalite Huns, spoken of as the country of the Kushans, every 
year from 442 to 450. The king issues a proclamation and a ppeals 
to his ·subjects.-Ariks and Anariks (£.e., Irania n a nd un-Ira nian)-to 
1 Mecan's Ed. In, p. 1558 • 
• Macoudi, traduit par B, de Meynard n, p, ' 9" 
• Aucun de ces noms n'a une tOllrnure Sanscrite. Memoire sur les Huns Ephthalites (I8gS), 
p. 28, n. 2. 
Adar Gushasp is one of the great Fire-temples, which are still mentioned by the P arsees 
in their Atash nyaish. For its History, '1J2'de my Iranian Essays, Part I, 
S Mecan's Text. Vol In, p. IS8S. 
a . M, Drouin's M6moire sur les Huns EphthaJite. ( I8gS), p. 3". 
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unite and llelp llim against tile Huns. E ven his Cllristia n subjects in 
Armenia helped him in these wars against the Huns or Kusha ns. He 
carried his invasions over their country for seven successive years but 
without effect. He succeeded a little in 450 A. D., a nd taking a part of 
their territories, founded therein a city and na med it Shehrastiln-i-Yazda-
gard, l.e., the city of Yazdga rd. Yazdagard, flu shed at this victory, 
a imed at Zoroastrianising Armenia. But, it is said that Kushan, 
the country of the Haetalite Huns, once being opened to other 
people, opened a l 0 to Christianity. 
The Haetalite Huns were off and on carrying on their depredations 
in Persia. So, Yazdagard carried a nother invasion in 454 A. D., but, 
falling in a n ambuscade had to beat a sudden retreat. H e died in 457 
A.~., leaving two sons, Hormuz and Phirouz, by his queen Dinaki. 
The name of this queen has recently come into lig ht by means of an 
intaglio or a cut gem discovered in 1868 by a Russian savant M. 
Boutkowski. M. Dorn, in r88 r, discovered the na me ' from a Pahlavi 
inscription on it. 1 
Firouz was, according to Firdousi, the elder son of Yazdagard. But 
Yazdagard, had , from his dying bed, declared his 
Hormuzd III 457 h' A. D. and the Huns. son Hocmuzd as IS successor. Firouz was at the 
time of his father's death at Seistan. So, Hormuzd, 
being on the spot, easily occupied the throne. This brought in a civil 
;var. Firouz asked for help from the Haetalite king, whom Firdousi 
calls Shah H aita l (J Ll:n- l! ~ ) . Firdousi calls him Chagani Shahi 
(~ ..j ~) • and gives his name as Faganish (~(;J). ' I 
think, that, as we will see later on, it was this Hunnic king or a 
prince of his cla n or tribe, who is known in India n inscriptions as 
Toramana the Sha hi. 
This H aetalite king offered to help Firouz to gain his father's 
throne, on condition, that he (Firouz) surrendered to him the countries 
of Tarmud ( w.. j) and Visehga (~j I""':! -,). • Firouz accepted 
that condition, and with the help ofthis Hunnic king Faganish, defeated 
his brother Hormuzd a nd won the throne of Persia . According to 
1 M. Drouin's I\f~moire Sur Jes Huns Epbthalites, p. 3- , n . 3· 
• Jl[ecan's Calcutta ed. Vel Ill, p. lS8q. !V!. Mobl's small ed. Translation. 01. VI, p. 68 . 
3 Ibid . • lDid. 
• The name of this town seems to have some connection with tbe Va~saka clan of the 
Huns (HQnavo Vasa@ka),a), who accordrng to the Abiln Yasht (YI. V. 54) were, as it were, 
the btredilary Hunnic foes of the I ranians (Vide my paper on the Iranian I'l uns in the 
Bhandarkar Memorial Volume.) 
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Firdousil and Mirkhond,' Firouz pardoned his brother, but, accord-
ing to Aboulfedas he was imprisoned, and according to Tabari,. he 
was ki\led. According to this last author, the Hunnic king, at first, 
kept Firouz at" his Court, giving him the command over the country of 
Talekan, and sent him to Persia later on, when the people there appeal-
ed to Firouz to relieve them !rom the oppression of Hormuzd. 
M. Deguignes 5 and M. Drouin 6 name thiS" Hunnic king as Khush-
nawaz. They seem to follow Tabari, but, I think Tabari 7 is wrong 
and Firdousi's version is correct. Firdousi, later on, speaks of a Hun-
nic king Khushnawaz as fighting with Firouz, and says, that he was 
the son of Khakan 8 (0 ~ lA. <li j j ). 0 By 'Khakan:' perhaps, h~ 
meant, as said by Drouin,t° the Khakan previously referred to, v Z., 
Faghanish. I think Faghanish the Khakan, who first aided Firouz, 
and of whom he specially speaks as the Sh!hi and Chaghani, must 
have gone to India to make an inroad there. I think, he is the Tora-
mana of the Indian inscription. But more of this later on. 
In the matter of the wars of the Huns with the Sassanian 
kings, we find a great difference, not only in the 
Firouz, (457-484) statements of Western and Eastern writers, but 
and the Huns. 
also between the statements of different Oriental 
writers like Firdousi, Tabari, Ma9oudi, . &c. This difference is espe-
cially very great in the case of the reign of Firouz. One cannot even 
say with certainty, ~vhether this Sassanian king had only one war with 
the Hunnic king or more thll11 one; and, if the latter, whether it was 
with the sante Hunnic tribe or different tribes. However, ,\'re will try 
to string up the various statements. 
An year after Firouz's accession to the throne, Persia was visited by 
a great famine which lasted for seven years. 
His Famine p-olicy. Firouz helped his people with grain and did his , 
best to prevent mortality, both among men 
and cattle. Be threatened with loss of life, those, who thought of 
1 Mecan's Text Ill. p . IS&)' 
2 M. Drouin's l\1'emoire sur les Huns, p. 33. 
3 [lid. 
• Tabari par Zotellberg 11. p. 128. 
S Histoire des Huns. T. 1.. P. 11. p. 328. 
G IVfemoire sur les Huns, p. ,32 . 
7 Tabari par Zotenberg H, p. 127. 
• Moh!, Vol. VI, p. 7~ . 
• MlOCan's Text Ill. p. '59" 1 0 Memoire sur les Huns. p. 33. 
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taking an undue advantage over the poor. He wrote to the heads of all 
villages: "Give food to the poor. Do not remove them from ohe village 
to another. If in any village any single poor man will die for want of food 
I will put to death one rich man for that."1 Firouz remitted all land 
collections. He sent for grain from the countries of the Roman Empire, 
India, Turkestan and Abyssinia. Tabari says, that owing to an extra-
ordinary care on "the part of the king, only on~ person died of hunger 
during all the seven years of the famine, and the king, in order to atone 
as it were for this one death, distributed 100,000 dinars among the poor. 
He appointed a day for general public prayers to the Almighty for the 
relief of the distress. When the famine ended and plenty began to 
return, he commemorated that event by founding a new city which 
he named Firouzr!m. Firouz's famine administration, as described by 
Firdousi and Tabari, would do credit to any modern king. 
According to Prisus, a Roma n writer, Firouz, after defeating his 
Firouz's defeat. 
The Hunnic king's 
marriage with a 
Persian lady. 
brother Hormuzd and winning the Persian 
throne with the help of the Hunnic king 
(Faganish, according to Firdousi), seems to have 
made a treaty with the Hunnic king. Therein, 
he agreed to give his sister in marriage to a 
Hunnic prince, who is named Coucha2 (or Koukhas), 3 and whom M. 
Drouin identifies with Khoushnavaz.~ But Firouz did not act according 
to the agreement, because, perhaps, as said by M. Deguignes, he 
was ashamed, that his royal sister should marry a Hunnic king. It is 
said, that Firouz got another Persian lady dressed as a royal queen and 
passed her off as his sister before the Hunnic king. But this pretended 
princess, afraid lest the fraud may be known and she be put to death, 
gently divulged the secret to the Hunnic king, who, though displeased 
with the fraudulent ruse of Firouz, was pleased with the loyalty and 
sincerity of the Persian lady, and so, in recognition of that, married 
her and made her his queen. The Hunnic king then thought of 
revenging himself upon the Persian king. He asked him to send 
him 300 of his best Persian soldiers to train his Hunnic army. Firouz 
sent them. The Hunnic king killed some and mutilated others. The 
latter were then sent to the Persian king. It is worth noting in this con , 
nection, that the Huns of this Hunnic king are spoken of as Kidarites 6 • 
These events brought about a breach of peace, and war was declared 
in which the Persians were successful. Accordi-ng to some writers, the 
1 Tabari par Zotenberg n, p. 128. 
o Histoire des H uns by M. Deguignes T. I.. Pame 11, po 328. 
0 " M~moire sur les Huns, by M. Drouin, p. 34. • I"id. 
5 Drouin, Memoire sur les Huns, p. 34' M. Drouin thinks that th ... Kidarite~ were a 
Hunnic tribe, different from the Ephthalit .. , ([hid, P 35. n. 2.) 
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Hunnic king had .asked the hand of a daughter of Firouz in marriage. 
This being refused, the refusal served as a cause of war. 
It is said, that in this war,Firouz asked the help of Emperor Leon I, but 
The Hunnic king 
demands prostra-
tion from Firouz. 
was refused. Leon only sent an ambassador, 
named Constantius, to the court of Firouz. In 
the war that ensued, Firouz was entrapped in a 
defile from which there was no escape and he had 
to surrender. It is said, tha t the Hunnic king offered to set him free 
on condition tha t he prostrated before him, and swore, that he would 
not invade his territories again. Firouz's . Zoroastrian Mobads being 
consulted, said, that ' a Zoroastrian king could prostrate before none' 
but the sun. To meet the difficulty, it was arranged, that the 
Hunnic king may be asked to receive the prostration, the next morning' 
with the rise of the sun. Accordingly, the next'morning, when the 
sun rose, Firouz prostrated before the king, but giving the prostra tion, 
at least in his mind a nd in the mind of his Persians, a look of a 
prostration before the sun. 
There is another version, which is based on that of Joshu the Sliglite, 
a Syria n monk-historian, who lived in the beginning of the 6th Century, 
and who is known as a good historian of the war between the Sassanian 
king Kobad a nd the Byzantine Emperor Anastalius (502-506). According 
to this version, the Hunnic king made peace on condition that Firouz 
paid 10 mule loads of ecus.1 Firouz could pay then only two-thirds, a nd 
so, his son Kobad was kept as a hostage.' Firouz, later on, paid the 
balance a nd Kobad was set free. 
According to Tabari, a Hunnic officer had onc~ to resort to a ruse 3 to 
A Hunnic officer's 
ruse for victory over 
Firouz. 
secure victory for his master. It is not clear in 
which of the several wars tha t Firouz fought with 
the Huns this patriotic ruse was resorted to. 
The ruse described by' Ta bari was this: When 
Khushnavaz had to retire before the la rge Persian army, then a devoted 
patriotic chief officer of his court came to his help and saved him 
by means oT a stratagem. T aking Khoushnavaz into his co~fidence, 
he got some of his limbs cut off. Thus mutilated, he got himself 
placed in a position, where he could be seen by the Persians. Some 
Persia'ns, passing by the place saw him, had compassion upon him, and 
took him to Firouz who inquired after his case. The Haetalite chief 
said, that as he had remonstrated with Khoushnavaz for his tyrannical 
government and for his war against the Persians, he was thus mutilated 
for his liberty of speech a nd freedom of views. H e then offered to lead 
x An ecuis a~\!t half a crown. II Drouin's Memoire sur les Huns, p. 35. 
W. read in H erodotus of a similar ruse during the seige of Babylon by Darius (Bk. llI, 
15<>-160). 
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the Persian a rmy by a particular route against the H aetalites, whereby 
he could be sure of victory. Firouz was deceived and was led into a 
tra p, where he was surrounded a nd defeated by the Hunnic a rmy. 
According to Tabari, the Hunnic king got a great stone column 
erected to mark the boundary o·f his country. 
ABo un d a r y So grand was the structure that it took six 
column. 
months to erect it. It was made out of one 
stone. It was then covered over with metal. Firouz was made to 
swear before it that he would never cross it and invade Hunnic 
t erritories. Tabari, after describing the erection of this column at 
some length, says) that according to some, it was built by Behra mgour. 
I think this latter version is correct a nd Tabari's previous version does 
not seem to be probable. The very life-history of the Huns makes it 
improbable, that they should bind themselves to a pa rticular boundary. 
Firouz was burning with revenge for the hurnilation, he was put to by 
then Hunnic king in the previous war, and he sought for an opportunity 
to invade the Hunnic country again. It is said that the Hunnic king 
became a little oppressive and his oppression drove some of his people 
to seek the protection and help of Firouz. H e accorded these. 
Firouz ordered an invasion of the Hunnic country ruled over by 
Khoushnavaz. His son Kobad accompanied him in the invasion. His 
other son PaIas was left a t the capital to rule as a regent. According 
to Tabari, the cause of the war was the oppression of Khoushnavdz 
over his people. He was a man of unnatural lust. 
As said above, Behramgour had raised a column on the frontiers to 
mark the boundary between his country and that of the Turanian 
Hunnic king . According to some, it was the Hunnic king who had 
raised it. The latter protested against Fi rouz crossing the boundary. 
Firouz, according to Tabari, retorted 1 : "I have obligation towards 
thee) but I have g reater obligations towards God." He said: "a 
number of your H aetalites, ti red of your oppression, have entered into 
my Persian territories a nd have a ppealed to me for help." It is said, 
that, to avoid the apparent guilt of crossing the above boundary 
stone, Firouz resorted to a ruse. H e ordered the column to be brought 
down and placed it on a large chariot drawn by a number of elephants. 
H e then let the chariot a lways proceed in the front and he marched 
behind it with hi s a rmy. 
In the war that ensued, the Hunnic king Khoushnavaz prepared 
extensive deep t renches and covered them with grass and dry rubbish, 
a nd then, unqer the pretext of retreat, drew the Persia n a rmy over the 
1 Tabari par Zotenberg H , p. '31. 
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trenches. Firouz and a number of his a rn1Y fell in them. In the battle 
that ensued, Firouz was completely defeated and killed. His daug hter 
Firouzdokht was taken prisoner. According to some, even hi son 
Kobad was taken prisoner. Some say that the Hunnic king 
married Firouzdokht. Others say, tha t the Hunnic k ing sent her 
a way to Persia with all due honours. Thus ended the wa r or wars of 
Firouz with the H aeta lite or Euphthalite Huns. 
On the death of Firouz, the Persia n nobles wa nted to g ive the throne 
Balash (or Palash 
484- 488 A.D.) a nd 
the Buns. 
to his minister Sufra i, but he refused, and Ballish, 
the Va lens ofthe W estern .writers, a son of Firouz, 
was g iven the throne. Sufra i was a Persian 
minister in whose charge Firouz hi d left the 
country when he went to fi g ht against the H aeta lites. When he heard 
of the death of his Royal master being killed in the wa r wi th the 
H aeta lites, he decla red war with them a nd gave them a partia l defeat, 
but soon concluded peace, on condition tha t Khushnavaz was to set a t 
liberty Kobad, the son of Firouz, a nd Ardeshir, a minister of Firou z, 
who were taken prisoners in the fin a l war when' I<iro'uz was killed. 
Khousnawaz set Kob~d a nd Ardeshir free. According to a 'Western 
wri ter, Lazarus of Pharbia, Zareh, a brother of Balllsh, had ra ised a 
revolt to gain the throne, but it was suppressed and he was put to 
deathl . But this is doubtful. Some writers do not speak of Koblld 
having been a prisoner in the ha nds of the Hunnic king . 
Kob!d soug ht the a id of the Hunnic king to depose Ba 1i.l sh a nd gain 
the Persia n throne f; r himself. Khushnavaz promised him help but did 
not soon fulfil the promise. When help was a ctually g iven a nd he 
marched with the help of the Hunnic army to Ctesiphon, 2 the ca pita l of 
the Persian empire, he heard on the way, tha t Bal!sh was dethroned by 
the Persian Mobads. The reason for this dethronement, as g iven by 
Josua , the Slylite, ' was, tha t he introduced into Persia , the customs a nd 
ma nners of the Byzantine emperors. Among these, one was that of 
the institution of public ba ths. It seems, tha t these public baths were 
places where la rge reservoirs or ta nks were built in which a ll people 
dipped. This was held to be insanita ry, a nd so, sinful from the point 
of view of the Ira nia ns, who held wa ter in reverence a nd enjoined, that 
it should not be so spoilt as to do harm to those who used it . If a n 
unhealthy or infected man dipped into the reservoir of a public ba th, 
the water, tha t was spoil t and contamina ted, was likely to do ha rm 
1 Drouin's Memoire, p. 40 . 
• According to Hamazah, this town was, at fir st, namedl!J~~' I think , it was named 
after T ug of S,fkana. Vid" my text and translation of the Pahlavi Shatroiha·i.Airan. PP.7' -73' 
3 D rouin's l\ifemo ire sur les H uns, p. 4 1, n. :J . 
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to subsequent ba thers or swimmers. According to the Pahlavi 
Ardil i Vira f Nameh\ this was sin ful. 
There a"re diffe rent versions a bout the relations between Ba lilsh a nd 
Kobad (488"497), 
]amasp (497-499), 
Kobad (499-53' )' 
and tht: H uns. 
Kob!d. Some wri ters s;'y, tha t Ba la sh volun-
tarily res ig ned in favour of Kobi d. Others say 
that Bal!sh's na tura l dea th paved Kob6.d's way 
to the throne. Others related, as said a bove, 
that he was dethroned and that the dethronement 
made mat ters easy for Kobild, who then seized the throne of Persia . 
According to Firdousi, Kob!d was only J6 years of age when he came 
to the throne, a nd it was Sufra i who asked Balilsh to retire a nd set 
Kobild on the throne. Anyhow, it seems, that for some t ime, Sufra i 
was the real r uler and Kobid a nominal king . Some t ime 
after Kobad came to the throne, some of h is courtiers prejudiced 
him against Sufra i, who was his father's confi dentia l minister 
a nd who had released him from the hands of the H aetalite king 
Khoushnawaz. H e was told, that Sufra i was a mbitious and looked 
for royal power, etc. H e, thereupon, got Sufra i murdered . The Persia ns 
therefore rose in rebellion against him for this unjust conduct, a nd 
handed him over as a prisoner to Zar meher, the son of Sufra i. They 
then placed hi s brother J amasp on the th rone. Zarmeher however 
t reated KobM well a nd set him free. KoM d, in company with Zar-
m eher, fled to the country of the H aetalites. On his way there, he fell 
in love with the beautiful daug hter of a village headma n, who traced 
his descent from Ferid un and married her. Noshirwan was born of 
thi s wife who was na med Baboudokht. · 
Both western and eastern writers differ on the subject of Kob!d 's 
marria ge or marriages. Some say, that he went to the court of 
Khoushnawaz, the Hunnic king , fo r the second t ime to seek help ~gainst 
his brother J a masp, who was placed on the throne of Persia by his 
people when they dethroned h im for his Mazda kaism or such other 
fault. When there, he married a da ughter of the Hunnic king, and 
that it was from this Hunnic wife that Nosherwa n was born. Some 
say this queen was not the daug hter of Khoushnawaz himself, but was 
a royal lady of the court of Firouz, who, having fa llen a prisoner in the 
hands ofthe Hunnic king , was adopted by him as his daug hter. 
As to his deposition a lso, there are diffe rences. Some say that his 
inclina tion toward s the socia listic views of Mazdak was the ca use of 
" The Book of Arda Viraf by Hosbang·Haug.'Vest. Chap. 58. 
• Drouin's Memoire. p. 44. 
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dethronement. Others place the fact of his relation with Mazdak t 
a little later on. Some say, tnat anticipating what was going (0 take 
place, he himself retir~d. Anyhow, this much was certain, that Kobad 
had made himself unpopular and was therefore dethroned by his 
people or had to leave the throne. 
Jamasp had a short reign of about 3 years -(497-499 A. D.). Kobid 
soon soug ht ·the help of tile Hunnic king anti rega ined his throne. 
According to Tabari', he had the help of 30,000 soldiers from the 
Hunnic king. 
Kobad promised a tribute to the Hunnic king in return of the assis-
tance he received from him. He had a number of Huns in his 
Persia n army ,serving as, auxil iaries. The tribute not being pa id 
regula rly, the Hunnic king pressed for it. So, Kobad turned to the 
Roman Emperor Anastasius and asked for help of money from him. This 
help being refused, he besieged Theodosopolis , the modern Erzeroum, 
which formed a part of Roma n Armenia. When he was in 
Mesopotamia~ busy with the I}omans, the Huns invaded his domi-
nions and so he ha d to return. He then had long wars with these 
Ephthalite Huns, commencing from 503 A.D: According to the 
Byzantine writers, Kobad soon made peace with h,is enemies in the W est 
and concentrated a ll his efforts for the war with the fJuns which lasted 
for about 10 years (503 to 513 f\.. D,). During these years, he had a lso 
to fight against a fa mine in his country. Again, besides the Ephthalite 
Huns, there a rose against him the Huns of the Caucasus and the 
Kidarite Huns. According to Tabari ' , he foug ht a lso with the 
Khaza rs who a lso were a Hunnic tribe. 
According to Tabari\ it was during the reign of this sovereig n, that 
Sha mar, a son of Tobba, the king of the Arabs, founded the city of 
Sa marka nd which, upto then, forming a pa rt of the Empire of Ch~na, 
was known as Shin or Chin. Sha mar took the city by a ruse in con-
cert with a princess of the city who was duped by the invader. 
Again, accordinf" to the same a uthor ' , it was .during this reign 
that the Persian kings turned from payment 
Kobad and the in kind to payment in coin in the matter of 
introduction of the the land revenue. It is said, that at one time, 
payment of land 
revenue in coins. when Kobad was in a village, he heard the 
wife of a villager rebuking her child for pluck-
ing a grape from a vine-pla nt. Kobad inquired, why she would 
1 For particulars about bis teachings, 'Vide my paper on H Mazdak, the Iranian socialist .. 
in Dastur Hoshang Memorial Volume. 
• Zotenburg n, p. '5" 3 Zotenburg n, p. '48. 
• Zotenberg H, p. 156. 0 Ihid, p. '52, Chap. XXX. 
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not let her own child eat a g ra pe. This honest woma n sa id, that 
until the officers of the king took a n inspection of the crop, she was 
not justified in letting the g rapes- to be eaten by the child, because 
the king was to be paid a sha re of the crop. The king was touched 
by the honesty of the woma n a nd saw the harshness of the system, 
whereby a farmer could not make a ny use of his crop till the State 
officers measured the crop; so, consulting with his officers, Kobad 
introduced the system of levying some fi xed revenue from land, 
whereby the fa rmers could be a t li berty to make a ny use they liked 
_ of their produce. 
The a ncient Persia ns 'under the Sassanides had come into contact 
with the Chinese '. Moses of Chore ne, a 
The Chinese An- k nown Armenia n writer of the 5th century, who 
nals on the relations 
ofthe Huns with the wro~e in about 440 A.D., speaks of China a s 
Persians un d er J enasda n (i.e. , Chinist!n) and ot its emperor ~s 
Koba d. J enpagur (i.e. , Chin Phagfur). H e refers to some 
r elations between the emperor of China a nd Ardeshir Bebegan, the 
founder of the Sassania n dynasty. 2 But the fi rst notice of Persia in 
the Chinese Annals is tha t of a bou t 461 A. D. Col. Yule, thus speaks 
of the subject : "Their fi rst not ice of Persia is the record of a n 
embassy to the Court of the W ei in 461 ; su-cceeded by a second in 466. 
In the year 518-519, a n a mbassador came from Kinhoto (Kobad), king 
of that country, with presents and a letter to the emperor. The 
Chinese a nnalists profess to g ive the li tera l terms of the letter which 
uses a tone of inlprobable humility. " 
Kobad was in war with Justin, the king of Rome. Tl)e la tter 
sent a mbassadors to the k ing at the H uns, asking for .help agains t 
Kobad . These Huns a re spoken of as H ongres and their country as 
Hung rie, by the writer whom M. Deguigne ' follows. H erein , we see 
the orig in of the na me of modern Hungary. The king, whose help 
J ustin soug ht, was na med Zilidges. H e is a lso spoken of as Zeliobes, 
Zilg bi, a nd Ziagbir.· His capital was on the North of Derbend. · H e 
t For references to China in Pa rsee books, 'Vide my Paper before the B. B. R. A. 
Society entitled " Referen-ccs to China in the Ancient books of the Parsees." Journal of the 
B. B. R. A. Society, Vol. XX I, pp. 5'5-36. Vide my Asiatic Papers, Pt. 1. , pp. '4"54. 
• .. Cathay and the \"Iay thither," being a Collection of Medireval Notices of China by 
Col. Yule. New edition, revised by Dr. Henri ('"rdier ( '91;), Vol. I, P reliminary Essal', 
pp. 93 et seg. . 
3 Histoire des H uns, &c., Vol. I , Part 11 , p . 3 ' 9. noted. 
... l did, note e. 
• Derbend is situated in the state of Hissar in Central Asia. Between it and Khuzur 
lie the celebrated defile of Kohlugu (a Mongolian word, meaning a barrier ) and the 
iroil-gate, and now known as B uzghal Khaua, i.e .. Goat's House. It is said to be very 
narrow, in some places only about 5 fl. wide, and affords tbe only outlet from the 
valley. 
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was paid for the promised help. He entered at the same time into a 
treaty with KobA.d, binding himself to help him against Justin. 
KobA.d, learning this fact from Justin, was enraged at this treachery 
and put to death the Hunnic king, who had joined his a rmy with 
about 80,000 men. This was in about 521 A. D. 
At one time in the reign of KobA.d, two different tribes or branches 
of the Huns took two different sides. A division of the Huns known 
as the Sa la i Huns, under the leadership of their queen Barez" who 
had succeeded to the leadership on the death of her husba nd Ma lak, 
helped Justinia n, the Roma n Emperor, against the Persia ns. Another 
tribe of the same Huns, led by Styra x and ' Gloves, helped KobS-d 
with 20,000 men. In the subsequent fight tha t took place between 
these rival parties of the Huns, the adherents of KobS-d were defeated. 
According to Firdousi, Naoshirwa n succeeded his father KobS-p . 
One of his first acts was to sign the treaty of 
Naoshirwan (53 1 - Ctesiphon in 533 A.D. whereby the long war 
579) and the Huns. between the Persia ns a nd Roma ns in Meso-
potamia was ended. One of his g reat works W l>S to build large 
fortified walls across those parts of his frontiers, from which some 
Turkish tribes of the Hunnic stock now and then committed inroads 
into his territories. H e then went against the Alans who soon surren-
dered. He then subdued the Baluchis a nd received homage fr0111 Indian 
princes on the banks <;>f the Indus. H e the.1 crushed the power of the 
Ephtha lites. Once upon a time, the KhakS-n of China thought it advis-
able to seek the friendship of Naoshirwa n. So, he sent an embassy to 
him with many rich presents. The embassy ' had to pass through the 
country of the Haetalites or EphthaJites who were then ruled over by 
Gatcre (jU~) . The Haetalian king did not like a ny closer 
all iance between the Khakan of China and the Shah of Persia. So, 
he impeded the way of the Embassy. The Khaka n, whose people, 
according to Firdousi, were the descendents of the tribes of Afnlsiab 
a nd ArjA.sp, thereupon declared war against the HaetaJites of Gatcre. 
His army, under a general named Fanj, ma rched towa rds the 
river Gulzaryun (t:JX)}f) His army consisted of the 
KlchA.rbashis (~~) ~ I:() and the people of Chach ('£ l~ ). 
The army of the H aetalia n king Gatcre collected war materials 
from the countries of Balkh, Shigna n, Amur, and Zam. The soldiers 
were from the country of Khallan, Tarmud a nd Viseh. Bokhara 
was the principal sea t of the Haeta lia n army. The Haetalia ns were 
in the end defeated completely. The people thereupon met in an 
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asse lllbly a nd elected Fagani (t...i w) of the tribe of Chagani 
(t...i t~ ) as their leader a nd king , a nd though t it advisable to seek, 
under the circumstances, an a llia nce with Naoshirwa n. 
On the other hand, Naoshirwa n, when he heard of the war between 
the H aetalian king Gatcre a nd the Khaka n o'f China , the tribes of 
both of whom belonged to the same orig inal stock, wa s well inclined 
towa rds the fa llen H aeta lites; because he found , tha t on e day, the 
victorious Khaka n may get overpowerful a nd overbearing . H e ma de 
preparations to ma rch against the Khakan. The latter, hearin g of 
this, sent ambassadors offering friendship a nd submission, a nd 
returned to hi s country, no longer molesting the H aetdlites. The 
a llia nce was further completed by Naoshirwan , marrying a daug hter 
of the Khakan. a oshirwan's successor H ormuzd was the frui t 
of this marriage. 
A year a fter the marriage , aoshirwan a rra nged with the Khakan 
The Huns' final 
crushing defeat at 
the hands of the 
Persians u n d e r 
Naoshirwan. 
to invade the territories of the H aeta lites with a 
view to completely avenge the death of hi s g ra nd-
father F irouz who was killed in a war with them. 
The H aetali tes under their k ing Fagha ni were 
completely defeated a nd their empire was divided 
between aoshirwa n a nd the Khakan. T his event took place in a bout 
557 A. D . This was a g reat crushing defeat which the H aetalites or 
Ephthalites received a t the hands of Naoshirwan . They then retired 
to other countries. Thus ended the long war , the one-hundred years' 
war of the H aetalites with the Persians. :\'1. D rouin g ives the follow-
ing da tes about the principal events of this hundred years' war :-
Arrival of the H aeta lites or Ephthali tes in Tra nsoxania 
The First W a r of the Persians under Behramgour: 
The Second War ... Yazdagard II 
The Third W ar .. . 
The Fourth W a r ., 
Firouz seeks the a id of the H aetali tes agaillst his brother 
Hormuzd III ... 
Firouz's First W a r wi th the H aetalites 
Firouz's Second W ar ..• 
The Wa r of Safra i with the H aetalites 
Kob!d a t the Court of the H aetali tes to ask for help 
Kobid a t their Court for the second time 
Kobl d's War with them 
Na oshirwan's W ar with them when they were fi na lly des-
troyed a nd driven away 
42 0 - 2 5 
427 
442 -49 
450 -5 1 
454 
458 
474-76 
482-84 
484-85 
486 
497-99 
50 3-13 
556-57 
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VII. 
IV.-THE I NDIAN EMPIRE. TH E HUNNIC I NROADS I NTO IT. 
We find a mention of the Hunas in two places in the Vishnu Purana, 
The Hunas men-
tioned in the 
Vishnu Purana. 
both, in the third chapter of the 2nd book1 • 
(a) In the first mention the writer g ives a des-
cription of the Bharata-Varsha (India). After a 
mention ofits extent, its mbuntains, divisions, and 
rivers, its principal nations are mentioned, a nd among these, in 
the list of those living "in the extreme west;" we find the Hunas. 
Wilson, while speaking of these people in his Vishnu Purana 
says: "By the Hunas we a re to understand the white Huns or 
Indo-Scythians, who were established in the Punjab and a long the 
Indus at the commencement of our era, as we know from Arrian, 
Strabo, and Ptolemy, confirmed by recent discoveries of' their 
coins. 
(b) The second mention is in the detailed list of the different 'People. 
In this list, among what are called" ferocio us a nd uncivilized races," 
are included "Sakridgrahas,. Kulatthas, Hunas, a nd P!rslkas."· 
As to the last people, the P!rslkas (the Parsees), Wilson says that 
they are known both as Parslka~ or Pilrtakas. "The first is not 
a common form in the Puranas, although it is in poetical writings, 
denoting, no doubt, the Persians or people of Pars or Fars: the 
latter, also read Pilradas, may imply the same as beyond (P!ra) 
the Indus. ' I t may be noted in this connection, that the Pahlavas, 
or Pal1avas or Pahnavas' (the Parthians) are spoken of separately 
in the Vishnu Purana. 6 Wilson speaks of them as "a northern 
or north-western nation, often mentioned in Hindu writings, in 
Manu, the Rim!yana, the Pur!nas, &c. They were not a Hindu 
people and may have been some of the tribes between India and 
Persia 7 . 
, The Vishnu Purana. a system of Hindu Mythology and Tradition. translated from the 
original Sanscrit, by H . H. \Vilson ([840), pp. [i7 and [94. 
• Ibid, p. 177, n. 6. 
, Ibid, p. 194. 
4, llua, n. 149. 
Ibid, pp. 189 and 195. 
o According to \Vilsoll, this Corm' Pahnayas • is more usual in the text. Ibid, p. 19.~. 
n. 1.18. 
Ibid, p. 18cJ. D. 61. 
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The Hunas are also referred to in the Raghuvanc;a (Canto IV, 68)1 
The Hunas in the 
Raghuvanc;a of 
Kalidas. 
of Kalidas. The date of this celebrated poet 
of India is not certain . But" the balance of 
evidence is in favour of the view that the 
poet flourished in the sixth century A. D.'" 
We read the reference to the Huns in the following lines of his 
poem ;-
" His mighty acts, 
Wrought on their husbands, Hilna dames proclaimed, 
Recox:ded on their cheeks in angry scars.'" 
Professor P . B. Pathak, thus translates the three couplets referring to 
Raghu's march towards the country of thE' Hunas ; 
"Thence Raghu marched against the regions of Kubera, subjugat-
ing the northern kings with arrows as the sun drinks up the water 
with his rays. 
" His horses relieved of the fatigue of the journey by rolling on the 
banks of the Indus shook their bodies which had saffron flowers cling-
ing to their manes. 
" There the redness on the cheeks ot the HOna queens testified to 
Raghu's achievements in which his prowess was displayed against 
their husbands". • 
, 
According to MallinA.tha, the commentator of the Raghuvan~a, 
Ka.lidil.sa, meant, that Raghu marched against the c.ountries of the 
Hfinas, and that the Hftna princes being killed, their wives mourned 
over the loss of their husbands. • , 
It seems that the Huns had some relations with India from early 
times, just as the Persians had. But, just as their relations with Persia 
in the Sassanian times above referred to, may be said to have been more 
authentic, so, their relations with the later Guptas may be said to be 
more authentic. 
\ The Raghuvamsa of Kalidasa with the commentary of Mallinatha by Kasbinath 
Pandurang Paraba. 2nd edition (,88.). p. 89. 
• •• The date of Kalidasa" by Mr. K. B. Palhak Oouroal, B. B. R. A. S., Vo!. XIX, 
~~ . 
3 The Ragbuvanca, translated by P. De Lacy Jobnstone (U}Cl') p. 34, n. ,'l'}8r. 
• Paper on .. Tbe Date of Kalidasa," JOurnal, B. £. R. A. Society, Vo!. XIX. p. -§>. 
• Ibid. 
.. 
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A. D. 330 to 45S, a period of about a century and a half, was 
Authentic History. 
The first invasion 
of the Huns A.D. 
455· 
the golden age of the Guptas. 1 The death of 
Kumaragupta in 4SS brought that age to an end. 
Skandagupta 2 came to the throne after him. An 
irruption of the Huns from the steppes of Central 
Asia through the North-Western passes was one 
of the causes that brought about the end of this golden age. Skanda-
gupta saved India for a time by defeating these Huns. To commemo-
rate that event, he erected at Bhitari" a pillar of vict,ory " with a 
statue of Vishnu at the top. 
Bhitari is a viUage about five miles from Sayidpur in the Ghazipur 
district ofthe North-Western provinces. The inscription • is on a red 
sand-stone column, and in the Sanskrit language. The object of the 
inscription is "to record the installation of an image of the god 
Vishnu .... and the allotment to the idol, of the village.. . . in 
which the column stands.' In this inscription, Skandagupta speaks 
of himself as one" by whose two arms the earth was shaken, when, he, 
the creator (of a disturbance like that) of a terrible whirlpool joined 
in close contact with the Hunas. '" This inscription, as said by Dr. 
Fleet, is not dated. But as pointed out by qr. Smith, "this great 
victory over the Runs must have been gained at the very beginning of 
the new reign" 6 (about 455 A.D.). This is inferred from another ins- . 
cription of Skandagupta at Junlgadh. The inscription is on a large 
granite boulder at the foot of Mount Girnar. The boulder has three 
inscriptions on it of three different periods. (a) The first is that con-
taining 14 edicts of Asoka. (b) The second, which is later, is that of 
the Satrap Mahlkhshatra Rudradlman 7 who had built the lake Sudar-
shana. (c) The third inscription, much latterly added, is the inscription 
in q estion of Skandagupta. 
Skandagupta's inscription on the boulder is dated 138th year" of the 
Guptas, i.e. , A.D. 457-S8. It takes a note of his work of repairing the 
1 These Guptas were known as the " Ea rly Guptas" and were distinguished from ~he 
" Later Guptas of Magadha." 
• Kumargupta I was succeeded by Skandagupta (4.15.80), who, in turn, was succeeded by his 
brother Puragupta (¥lo-¥l5). Puragupta was succeeded by his son N arsimhag upta Baladitya, 
who was succeeded by his son Kumargupta Il. 
3 For. this inscriptJoD, 'Vide" Corpus Iuscriptionum Indic"rutn Vol. Ill. Inscriptions 01 the 
Early Gupta Kings and their successors," by Dr. J. F. Fleet (1888), pp. 52'56• 
• Ihid, p. 5.1. • [Did, p. 56. 
C The Early History of India, 3rd edition, '9'4, p. 309, 
• Rudradaman's inscription speaks of the -city a s "Girinagara," i .e., the City of the hill. 
Tbis name seems to have given to the mountain, on the side of which it is supposed to have 
stood atlirst, its modem name Girna r, its old Dame being Urjayat. 
• Dr. Fleet's Inscriptions of the Early Guptas, p. 58 • 
• 
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emba nkment of the above l ake~. Now, in this inscription, Skanda-
gupta 's victory over the Huns mentioned in the previous inscription, 
is referred to, in words of a llusion, but not in na me. The words used 
in this second description, v is. " verily the victory has been a chieved 
by him" (Ska ndagupta),2 in reference to his victory over the Mlechchas 
(foreig ners of a lien relig ion) a re a repetition of simila r words in the 
previous inscription • used in connection with the king's victory over the 
Huns. This fact shows that it is the victory over the Huns tha t is 
referred to in this second inscrip tion, bearing the da te of a bout 458. 
So, the victory of Ska ndagupta over the Huns must have taken place 
before this time. 
In or a bout 465 A.D., there was a nother g reat inroad of the Huns 
into India . We have the a uthority of the Chinese traveller Sung-yun 
or Sing -yun to say so . H e travelled in India in 5 20 A. D. H e thus 
speaks of the Ye-tIms, who were a tribe of the Huns : "This is the 
country which the Ye-thas destroyed , a nd afterwards set up Laelih to 
be king over the country ; · since which event two genera tions have 
passed. The di sposition of this king (or dynasty) was cruel a nd 
vindictive , a nd he practised the most ba rbarous a trocities. H e did 
oot believe the law of Budha , but loved to worship demons .... 
The kin g continuously a bode with his troops on the frontier, a nd never 
returned to hi s kingd011l in consequence of which the old men had to 
labour a nd the common people were oppressed." 4 
W e learn from this statement of the Chinese traveller, tha t the Huos 
occupied the coun try of Gandh!ra (near PeshA.war) or the North-
W estern Punja b, which was then ruled over by the Kusha ns. The 
Chinese traveller speaks harshly of their atrocities. 
Of the tribe 01 Ye-tha (Ephtha lites), Mr. Beal says : ' " The Ye-tha 
were a rude horde of Turks who had followed in the steps of the 
Huing-nu ; they were in fact the Ephthalites or Huns of the Byzantine 
writers." According to the a bove Chinese writer, these Ye-tha Huns 
set up a king of their own na med Lae-lih. Cunning ha m thinks that the 
Hunnic King Lae-lih was the fa ther of Tora mlna. They settled there 
and advanced further into the interior of India in 470 A. D., a nd 
invaded Skandagupta's territories in the hear t of his country. Owing 
\ 
to the repeated a ttacks of these Huns, whose hordes seem to have 
followed one a fter another into India, Ska ndagupta was in the end 
1 I hid p. 63. • IDid p. 62. 3 I h.d p. 55. 
• " Si-Yu-ki. Buddhist Records of the 'V~stern World, " by Samuel Bea l, Vol I. (1884) 
Intro.ldllct;on, pp. !)9-100. 
" Ib,d, Introduction, p. XVI. 
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defea ted. The Hunnic war broug ht g reat financial distress t.o 
Skandagupta 's reig n. Consequently, coinage degraded both, in the 
purity of its gold and " in the desig n a nd execution of the dies. '" 
Ska ndag upta died in or a bout 480 1).. D. 
The Huns, before they invaded India this time, had tried their luck 
What directed the 
Huns to India. 
elsewhere. When checked there, they ' ca me to 
India. yve saw a bove, tha t they were now 
a nd then driven to extensive inroads and m ig ra -
t ions by want of food in the country where they settled, whether 
provisionally or permanently. Their inroads were, as sa id a bove, in 
accorda nce with the Bread a nd Butter Theory of Hutting ton. 2 They 
were driven towards the W est, towards Europe from their steppes in 
Asia by wa nt of food. W e saw, tha t in the 4th century A.D. they 
went to Eastern Europe a nd invaded the country of the Goths, who 
themselves were the descenda nts of some of their own previous Tur-
k ish tribes , simila rly driven to the W est in some earlier times. The 
Goths thus driven invaded the countries of the Roma ns whose Gothic 
W a r" cost them the life of their Emperor Valens in 378. The Hun:; 
then spread into other parts ot Europe, but, being divided into a 
number of groups or tribes which foug ht against one another, they 
could not unite. At last, some of the powerful tribes united under 
Attila , who caused terror a mong the people of the Roman Empire. H e 
died in 453 and his Hunnic Empire broke for a time. During thi s 
period, some of their t ribes had been trying their strength with the 
Persia ns who kept them under certa in check. We saw a bove, tha t 
they had long continuous wars with the Per sians even in the 
Peshdadia n a nd Kya nia n t imes. In the Sassania n times, Behramgour 
had a long war with them. His son Firouz ha d to continue tha t wa r 
a nd in the end he lost his life falling into a concealed trench dug by 
them (484 A. D.). KobS-d , Na oshirwa n, Hormuzd, Khushru Purviz a ll 
had to fi g ht, with more or less success, against their " different t ribes, 
.the H aetalites, Khazar s a nd others, known generally a s the Turcs 9£ 
the KhilMn. 
On tpe defeat a nd death of the Persia n king Firouz, the Huns must 
have grown s tronger. About 500 A.D., they, led by Tora mana , broug ht 
s tronger attacks on India . Tora m£ma settled himself in ~alwa in 
Centra l India , a t some t ime before 500. H e assumed the India n title 
of Ma ha rajadhiraja, i. e., the Raja of the Maharajas. H e esta blished 
his power so s trongly, tha t besides taking this India n titl e, he s truck 
coins in his name and eng raved inscriptions. 
, Smlth·s Early Hi.tory of India, 3rd edition \>9' 4), p, ~tJ . 
• Tbe P ulse of Asia. 
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Three inscriptions are known, wherein his name occurs. Ca) The 
Three Indian In-
scriptions, bearing 
Toramana's name. 
first is a n inscription of his own reign a nd is that 
at Eran in the Kh uril sub-divis ion of the SS-gar 
distdct in the Central Provinces. It is inscribed 
on "the chest of a colossal red sand-stone statue 
of a Boar, a bout I I feet high representing the God Vishnu in his incar-
nation as sucht ." The object of the inscription" is to record the build-
ing of a temple in which the Boa r stands, by Dhanyuvishnu , the younger 
brother of the deceased Mah!r!ja IVUtriyishnu 2 ." In this inscription , 
engraved in the first year of Toram!na's reign, he (Toram!na) is spoken 
of as "the glorious Todlmana of great fame (a nd) of great I l\stre " ." 
It gives no era, but its reference to I\Iatrivishnu helps schola rs to 
determine its approximate date. This Matrivishnu is referred to as a 
feudafory of the Icing Budhagupta in an inscription of the la tter's 
reig n,4 which is dated completely in words in the year 165, i.e., 484-85 ' . 
This date in Budhagupta's inscription leads us to say, that the da te of 
this inscdption a nd the date of T oramana referred to "therein must be 
some date about 484-85 A. D. 
(b) The second inscription of Toram!na is that at Kura in the Sa lt 
Ra nge. The inscription is, at present , in the La hore Museum. "Ve 
find the following account ~ this inscription in the Epigraphia Indican, 
from the pen of the late Dr. E . Biihl er 7 :-" The object of the 
inscdption is to record the construction of a Buddhist monastery 
by one Siddhav!iddhi, the son of Roga-Jayavriddhi, for the 
teachers of the Ma hisasaka school. The in cription wa5 
incised during the reign of the king of kings, the great king Toram ana 
Shftha or ShS-hi, Jaiivla, to whom and to whose fami ly the donol' 
wishes to make over a share of the merit gained by his pious g ift. 
The da te is unfortuna tely not readable. On palreographical g rounds, 
it may be assigned to the fourth or the fifth century. " 
The inscription refe rs to ToramS-na in the following words: " In the 
prosperous reign of the king of kings, the great Icing Toram!ni Shl\hi 
J a U. '. . . (u;;rr-~~  al{l{r.it 1fl1~ o$f'3i) • 8 
(c) The third inscription is that of the time ot T oramana's son 
Mihircula in cribed in his (l\1ihircula's) 15th year of reign . It was "found 
1 Dr. Fleet's Inscriptions of the Early Gurtas. p. 158. • Ib id, p. '59. 
" Dr. Fleet's Inscriptions 01 the Early Gupta Kings, Ko. 36, p. ,60. 
• [bid, No. '9, Plate XIlA., pp. ~. • Ibid, p. ~. 
Q Epigraphia Indica, a Collection of Inscriptions supplementary to the Corpus I n criptionum 
Indicarum, edited by Dr. J. Burgess (,&]», p. '39· 
• The article is entitled" The new Inscription of Toramana Shaha:' 
• I hid, pp. '39'40. 
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buil t into the wall in the porch of a temple of the sun in the for tl-ess a t 
Gwalior in Centra l India_" It is now in the Imperia lMuseum at Ca lcutta_ 
The inscrip tion1 refers to sola r worship a nd records the building .of a 
temple dedicated to the Sun, a nd bUilt by one M!tricheta in the reig n 
of Mihircula "for the purpose of increasing the relig ious merit of (his) 
paren ts a nd of himself. '" Mihircula is referred to in thi s inscription 
as being the son of T ora l11lna: who is spoken of as "a rule!- of g reat 
merit" ." The inscription begins witl} the pra ise of the sun. Mihircula 
himself is spoken of as a person " of unequalled prowess, the lord of 
the ear th . '" 
From a n accoun t of the relations of the Hunnic kings wi th the 
Identifica tion of 
the H unnic na mes 
in I ndia n inscription 
on the au thority of 
Firdousi. 
Sassania ns, as g iven by Firdousi, a nd as referred 
to by us above, we fi nd t,hat there was a Hunnic 
or H aetali te king , who had helped Firouz or 
Pirouze_ This Persia n king reig ned from 457 
to 484 A_D_ H e was the son of Yazdagard Il 
(438-457)- Yazdagard had , on hi s death bed , directed that the throne 
may be g iven to hi s so n H ormuzd (H ormazd or H ormrisdas HI , 457 
A.D.)_ The throne having thus passed to his brother H orm azd, Ph-out 
disputed it a nd with the help of the Hunnic king, invaded Persia a nd 
won the throne which was occupied by H d}-muzd fo r ha rdly a year_ 
Now this Hunnic or H aeta lite king, who helped Pirouz, was, accord-
ing to F irdousi, FaghAnish (~l.,i; ) . ' H e is spoken of as the ShAh 
of H a ital (Jl!~ ~ ~) 6 a nd a lso as Chag!ni Sha hi (~..t.j~). ' 
I thi nk the t itle "Shilhi" of' the India n inscription of Tora mlina is 
the same as the a bove Shilhi of Firdousi. I a lso think, tha t the tille 
" jaCl. .. . " in the India n inscription of T o,-a m!na is the same as that 
of Chagani in F il-dousi's Shah-Na meh. In the India n inscription, the 
portion of the t itle which is quite legible is " j a il. •• ". The other 
letters are, say~ Dr_ Buhler , very fa int a nd pa rtly doubtful', " 8 On the 
suggestion of Dr. Fleet, he reads them as < via ' a nd thus takes the 
whole word to ue j aO la _ 1 think ·the fa int a l~d doubtful letters a re 
(gan' a nd so the whole word is j a ugan or j a ugani , which is a nother 
form of Firdousis' Chagani. < Ch ' a nd < J ' being letters of the same 
class, the words Chagani and j agani a re the same. ' 
• Dr, Fleet" Inscriptions of the Early Gupta Kings, p .• 63. No. 3 
• lhid. 3 l hid. ., Thid. 
L ~Iecan's Calcutta Edition, Vol. Ill , p. J5~_ Ii. l hid. ' Ibid, 
• Epigraphia Indica. edited by Dr. Burgess, p. '39, ft • • • 
S According to ~{. E. Drou10, Chegan was also written jj Djagan" (l\femoir slIrles. 
Hun. Ephthalites. p. 2.). 
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This Hunnic king was called Chagani from the fact of his Huns 
being specially connected with Chagan. Chag!n seems to have been 
their favourite place. They were very eager to reta in Chagan in 
their ha nds. La ter on, when Kob!d soug ht the a id of the Hunnic 
king KhoushnavAz, the la tter asked the Persia n king to agree, tha t he 
would never cla im Chagan, a nd the Persia n king agreed. 1 
The identification of the a bove two words ShAhi and Ja u (gani) of 
the India n inscription of the Hunnic k ing T ora m!na with the ti tula r 
words ShAhi a nd Chagani of Firdousi's Hunnic king Fagha na brings 
- us to, or helps us in, the identification of the name of the king himself. 
I think, that the Hunnic king Tora m!na of the India n inscription may 
be the same as the Hunnic Faga na of Firdousi's Sha hna meh. The 
identification of the titles is pretty certain. So, a nyhow, thi s 
Tora mana, known as the Sha hi a nd J au (la) or Ja ugani was, it not 
the same king as Firdousi's Hunnic king known as the Shahi and 
Chagha ni, a t least a member of the same family or stock. 
These identifications lead us to say, that the t ime of the Hunnic king 
Toramana of the India n inscription is some time during the reig n 
(457 to 484 A. D.) cV king Firouz of Persia . So, I think, it was a fter 
this event, viz., the accession of Firouz to the throne of Persia 
with the help of the Hunnic king (A. D. 457), tha t the Huns may have 
turned towa rds India for the second invasion a nd made a n inroad 
into it. Firouz had further wars with the Haetalite Huns, but they 
were with a nother king , viz., Khoushnav! z. I think, Taba ri is wrong 
in na ming the Hunnic king who helped F irouz to gain the throne 
of Persia as KhoushnavA.z, a nd that Firdousi is r ig ht in na ming one as 
Fagani, a nd the other as Khoushnav! z. 
d~ , ~ } I.Slt )~ } I 
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In 510 A. D., Mihiragula (Mihirkula) succeeded, Tora m!na. Sakala 
Mihircula. (Sia.lkot) in Punjab was his capital. H e had 
s truck hi s coins a lso. The Hunnic rule was in 
the ascendency in India in hi s time. It had spread far a nd wide be-
yond India. Ba.mya.n near H erat and Balkh were two of the princi-
pal centres of these Huns ruled over by Hun .kings. One of the two 
kings of these two centres was so powerful , that he .Ievied tr ibute 
from forty countries , between the frontiers of Persia in the West, to 
Khotan on the frontiers of China in the eas t. 1 A Chinese pilg rim-
envoy, Sung-Yun, from the king of China, visited his Court in . about. 
519 or 520 A. D. 2 It is believed that Mihirkula ruled also over the 
country of Gandhara. It is the same Mihirkula who is referred to in 
the Rajatarangini, the History of Kashmir, by Kalha na, as a wicked 
king who was opposed to the local B,ahmins a nd· who imported 
.Gandhara Brahmins into Kashmir and India. The practices a nd 
customs attributed to him and to his Bra hmins show that these im-
ported Brahmins were Zoroastrian in their belief to some extent. 
I suspect that the M!trichata, the builder of the sun-temple, re-
ferred to in the above inscription, wherein Mihircula, the Hi.mnic king 
is mentioned, was himself a foreigner, one of the same stock ofHuns to 
which Mihircula belonged. He was an Ira nian Hun, who, it is very 
likely, believed in some forms of Zoroastrianism. His specia l refer-
ence to the true religion (Sad-Dharma,' Cr. Behdin) a nd to the 
classes of the twice-born (Dvija-gana 4 ) leads us to that inference. 
Cosmas Indicopleustes, the monk-writer, who wrote in 547 A. D., 
refers to a king of the White Huns, named Gollas, as ruling oppres-
sively in India and drawing la rge tributes. This Gollas is thought 
to be lhe same as this Mihira ,srzela, "the Attila of India , ' " 
In the end, Mihircula was defeated in about 528 A. D. by a n India n 
king. He was taken prisoner and was sent away with all honour, 
due to a captive king, to his capital at Sakala (Sia lkot). Taking 
advantage of the defeat of 1ihircula in the south , hi s brother usurped 
his throne. So Mih ircula went to Kashmir whose king extended to 
1 Vide S. Beal's Si.Yu-ki, Buddhist records of the ,"Vestern World (. t84), Vol. T, Intro-
duction pp. LXXXIV et seq. for the l\fi.,,~on of this traveller. 
• Som~ of the court customs of the Hunnic king of the country of Yclha (Ephthali tes), 
remind us of our present ~ourt customs. For example, (a) on entering the assembly. one rnan 
nnnounc"" your name and title; then each stranger advances and retires ...... ..... (h) The 
royalladi"" of the Ye-tha oountry also wear state robes, which trail on the g round three teet 
and more; they have special train-bearers for carrying these lengthy robes." ([hid 
p. XCI). 
3 Dr. Fleet's inscriptions of the Early Gutpa kings, ~o. 37, p . • 6 •. 
• Ibid. 
Dr. Smith's .. History of Indi., ,. 3rd edition, p. 307. 
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him ·his ·hospitality, which he abused by ra ising a revolt againsl ·him 
iUld seizing his throne. Mihirc'ula died in or about 548 ·A. D. 
The iiwasion of India by . the Huns is said to have "changed the 
face of Northern India ."l H ad their power not been broken, they 
would have still further cha nged the face of the country. 
VIII. 
WHO BROKE THE POWER OF THE R UNS IN I NDIA. 
Now, the question a mong India n schola rs is : Who broke the 
power of the Huns in India? Mr. Vincent Smith 
Mr. Vincent Smith gives the credit to Bs'Is'ditya (Narasimhag upta ), 
and Bil.liditya . 
the King of 1agadha. H e associates with him 
Yashodha rma n, a R aja of Central India, ~ as one playing the 
second fiddle. H e says that both these Rajas" appear to have formeu 
a confederacy against the foreign tyrant." H e takes the Chinese 
traveller lIiuen Tsang for his a u thority. Hiuen T sang says as follows: 
" We ca me to the old Town of Shakala (She-kie-Io)............. .. Some 
centuries ago, there was a king called Mo-hi-Io-kin-Io (Mihiracula) 
who established his a uthority in this town and ruled over India . H e was 
of quick talent, and natura lly brave. H e subdued all the neig hbouring 
provinces without exception. In his intervals of leisure he desired to 
examin~ the law of Buddha, and he commanded that one among the 
priests of superior talent should wait on him. Now it happened that 
none of the .priests da red to attend to his command.''' Hiuen Tsa ng 
then says, that as no good respectable priest offered hi s services, to 
e. plain to the king the law of Buddha, an old servant in King's hou e-
hold who had long worn the relig ious garment was put forward for the 
purpose. Mihiracula resen ted this want of respect towards him a nd 
ordered a general massacre of the Buddhist priest. " Bi.hiditya-raya, 
King of Magadha , profoundly honoured the law of Buddha a nd tenderly 
nourished his people. When he heard of the cruel persecution a nd 
atrocities of Mihiracula , he strictly guarded the fron tiers of his kingdom 
and r9fused to pay tribute. Then Mihiracula raised a n army to punish 
hi s rebellion." In the wa r that issued, Baladitya .retired at first on 
some" isla nds of the sea," but subsequently defeated MihiracuJa and 
.took him a captive. Baladitya ordered l\1ihiracula to be killed, but his 
mother interceded a nd persuaded her son to fo rgive him. Mihiracula 's 
1 Kennedy, Journal Royal Asiatic Society. 19Q8. p. S,9· 
mith" History of India. 3rd edition (1914). p. 318. 
3 Buddhist Records of the Western \Vorld CBk; IV). translated from tbe Chinese of Hiuen 
'rsa'oll' CA.D. 6"9) by Samuel Beal;Vol. I, p. 167· 
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brother ascended his brother's throne at Shakala (Sialkot), and Mihira· 
cula retired to Kashmir, where he was welcomed by the king of the 
country. But he proved ungrateful and after a short time usurped 
the throne of Kashmir.1 
According to Hiuen Tsang, who travelled from 629 to 645 A.D., the 
Mihiracula mentioned by him lived some centuries before his time. 
Mr. Vincent Smith says: "It is not easy to explain why the pilgrim 
alleges (p. 167, Beal Records, Vol. I) that Mihiracula lived 'some 
centuries' before his time.'" According to Mr. Smith, "Watters is 
inclined to think that the tale told byHiuen Tsang refers to a Mihira-
cula of much earlier date. Dr. Fleet suggests that there may be an 
error in the Chinese text."· 
Dr. Rundolph Hoernle differs from Mr. Vincent Smith and gives the 
Dr. Rundolph Ho-
ern le and Yasho-
dharman. 
sole credit of the Indian victory over the Huns 
to Yashodharman (Vishnuvardhman), a Raja of 
Central India. He admits no confederacy and 
rests the claim of his hero on three inscriptions of 
Yashodharman, which Mr. Smith sets aside as a piece of false boasting 
on the part of the king. As to this epigraphical evidence, Dr. Hoernle 
particularly refers to two inscriptions of Yashodharman at Mandasor, 
known as rana-stambhas, i.e., "Columns of Victory in War.'" There 
are two columns at short distances, but the inscription on both is the 
same. One may be said to be, as it were, the duplicate of the other, 
built, perhaps with a view, that if one was destroyed, another may 
continue to proclaim the work and the victory of the king. The 
inscription on one (No. 33) is well-nigh entire, but much of that on the 
other (No. 34) is destroyed. Yashodharman thus speaks in column 33 
of his victory over the Huns of Mihiracula. "He who, spurning (the 
confinement of) the boundaries . of his own house, enjoys those 
countries-thickly covered over with deserts and mountains and trees 
and -thickets and rivers and strong-armed heroes (and) having (their) 
kings assaulted by (his) prowess-which were not enjoyed (even) by the 
lords of the Guptas whose prowess was displayed by invading the 
whole (remainder of the) earth (and) which the command of the chiefs 
of the Hunas, that established itself on the tiaras of (many) kings 
failed to penetrate ...... : .. he to whose two feet respect was paid with 
! Ibid. pp. ,68-'7' 
• History ot India. 3rd edition. p. 3'9. n. '. 
3 Ibid. 
~ Journal Royal Asiatic Society. '903. p. 549. et seg. Vide also Iiid of 'gag. p. '9. et seq. 
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" complimentary presents of the flowers from the lock of hair on the top 
of (his) head by even that (famous) King Mihiracula."1 
Mr. Vincent Smith ' says, that Yashodharman, in this inscription 01 
his , took to himself false credit and that Hiuen T sang, the great 
Chinese traveller very properly gave the credit to B!I!ditya. Dr. 
Hoemle doubts the a uthority of Hiuen Tsang in this matter, saying 
that his account is romantic, though based on some truth. H e says, 
that the a uthori ty of a contemporary inscription of King Yashodhar-
man is far greater than that of Hiuen T sang, who came to India 
much later, and who bases his ver ion on what he had heard. That 
being the case, Yashodharman was properly the person who broke the 
power of the Huns. 
The Vikrama era began in 57 B. C. It is now generally believed, 
The Indian Tra-
dition,changing the 
name of the Malw3 
era into that of the 
Vikrama era, and 
its connection with 
the event of the In-
vasion of the Huns. 
Y ashodharman ,.the 
Vikramaditya. 
that there existed no King Vikramaditya at that 
time, and that the era latterly known by his 
name, was then, in those early times, known as 
the Malwa era. Dr. Fleet thus sums up the ex-
planation of the change of the name: " T he word 
v ikrama, from which the idea of the King 
Vikrama or Vikramaditya was evolved, 1110st 
properly came to be connected with the era by 
the poets, because the year of reckon ing ori-
g inally began in the a utumn, and the autumn was the season of com-
mencing campaigns, and was, in short, the vikra11la-kala or war-
time.'" Dr. H oernle differs from this explanation; and thinks, that 
there did exist a king of the name of Vikrama. Who was that King? 
Dr. Hoernle says, that Vikram!ditya (i.e., the Sun of prowess) seemed 
to be the popular title of the kings of Malwa during the later times of 
the Gupta Emperors, who lived and ruled in turbulent times, requiring 
great power in war matters, just as S~Hlditya (i.e., the Sun of good-
ness or peace) was the title ofHarshavardhana ofKanouj. Re thinks, 
that it was the above King Yashodharma of Malwa, that was known 
by the popular title of Vikramaditya. 
The Rajatarangini of Kashmir by Kalhana says (Bk. Ill ), that there 
reigned "at Uja ina, King Vikramaditya called Hersha as the sole 
sovereign of the world". It includes Kashmir in the territories of that 
king. It also speaks of a foreign King Mihiracula being defeated. 
I Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum. Vol. III Inscriptions of the Early Gupta Kings and 
their successors by John li'aitbfuU Fleet (,888) pp. 147'48. Inscription No. 31· Stone pillar 
inscription of Yasho~arman at lI1andasor in the Mandalsor district of Scindia's dominion. 
In the Western Malwa division of Central India. 
• Early History of India end. Edition p. 30" 
a Quoted in Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of '909. P·99· 
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The Mandasor inscription, above referred to, of Yashodharma also 
refers to Kashmir as one of his dominions, under the words " the 
ta blelands of the Himalaya," and it also refers to the overthrow of 
Mihiracula by Yashodharma. So, it appears, that the Vikramaditya 
referred to by the Kashmir history as ruling in Ujjain and defeating 
Mihiracula, is King Yashodhanna who IS associated by his inscription 
with Kashmir a nd Mihiracula. 
Dr. Hoernle further adduces (a) numismatic and (b) literary evidence 
to support Yashodharma's (Vikramaditya's) connection with Kashmir 
a nd his claim to oe the successful opponent of the Huns. 
Ca) ' There are some coins kno\vn as the coins of Yashovarman, and 
they are believed to belong t:> the series of Kashmir coins. But, there 
has been no king of Kana uj of the name of Yashovarman who held 
Kashmir. So, Dr. Hoernle says, that this Yashovarman of the coin 
belonging to the Kashmir series, is the same as the Yashodharma of 
the Mandasor inscription and of the Kashmir History, the Raja-
_ tarangini of Ka lhana. 
(b) Tradition says, that there were "nine gems" nava-ratna, £.e., 
nine learned men in the Court of Vikramaditya. Kalidasa is believed to 
be one of these best learned men of the time, who Iived;n the Court of / 
Yashodharman. Another learned man was Varaha Mihira . This fact of 
some learned men (ratna) living in the Court of Yashodharma and also 
in the CourtofVikramaditya according to the tradition, points to the pro-
babjlity of Vikramaditya and Yashodharman being the same sovereign. 
The literary evidence of Yashodharman's connection with the 
conquest of Kashmir is further supplied by Pro-
. fessor Pathak who discovers it in Kalidas's Prof. Patbak's Evidence. 
Raghuvamsa. Kalidasa seems to have drawn 
hi s picture of the description of the conquest of his hero Raghu frol11 
a n account of the conquest of a contemporary king in whose court he 
lived. Professor Pathak1 concludes, that this contemporary King 
was Yashodharman, who took a note of his d£g-vija) la in his Ma n-
dasor inscription on the" Column of Victory". The Kunkuma men-
tioned in Kalidas's poem is the well-known saffron of Kashmir. 
Dr. Hoernle adds to Professor Pathak's evidence, a further evidence 
supplied by the landmarks given in the Mandasor - inscription and in 
Kalidas's Raghuvamsa ' to show, that the above referred to king, the 
contemporary of Kalidas, was Yashodharma (about 499-550 A. D.). 
, Journal, B. B. R . A. Society. Vol. XIX, p. 39. . 
• One of the landmarks in Kalidas's Raghuvamsa is the \ Yestern Country where ruled 
th~ Parasika and other tribes from the \Vest. This refers to the rule of the Persians over the 
\ Vestern part of India, over Gujarat, Kathiawad. Culch, Sind. &c. 
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Mr. Monmpluln Chakravati di ffers from Professor Pa thak, and thinks, 
Mr. M. Chakra-
vati on the ques-
tion. 
tha t the contemporary king fro m whose series of 
conquests Ka lidas drew his picture of the . dig'V i-
jaya of his hero Raghu, was Ska ndag upta a nd 
Yashodharma. One of his arg uments for hi s 
conclusion thus refers to a n event in the history of Persia : 
Kalidas, in hi s Raghuvamsa, refers to the defeat of the Persians 
(Parasika ) on the frontiers of India . Mr. Cha kravati identifies thi s 
event wi th a n event in the reig n of the Persian King Piruz (Firuz) 
(457-484), the son of Ya zdagird n. s we saw above, Firuz had come 
into g rea t contact with the Ephtalites who a re otherwise spoken as 
the White Huns, Khazars, &c. These Ephtha lites had helped 
'him aga inst his brother in securing the throne of Persia , but 
latterly he fell out with them. He a lternately won a nd lost, bu t 
was a t last killed in a batt le with them in 484 A. D. The 
Ephtha lites or the Whi te Huns overran Persia. Their further fi ght 
was broug ht off by a n a nnual subsidy by Persia . In this war, the 
Persia ns a re believed to have lost a portion of their eastern terri tories 
on the fron tiers of India. 
Mr. Chakrava ti thinks, tha t Ka lidas in his Raghuvamsa ,refers to 
this defeat of the Persians a nd to their loss of their eastern dominions. 
As this ha ppened in a bout 484 A. D., when Ska ndagupta was ruling , 
he thinks that the contemporary of Ka lidasa was Skandagupta a nd not 
Yashodha rman. But Dr. H oernle says, that it is not this event that is 
a lluded to in the Raghuvamsa, because Piruz had lost in this war only 
Ga ndha ra , a nd not the country on the direct frontiers. So, it is a later 
event. It is the event of Kavadh (Kobad) fighting on the side of hi s 
brother-in-law, the Hunnic King . W ith ·the help of the Huns, he 
removed his brOlher J amasp from the throne (499 A. D.). H e died in 
531 A. D. Thus the Persia n Kav~dh (488 or 489-531) was a contem-
pora ryof the India n Yashodhannan (490-550). The Huns had wa rred 
against Yashodharma n, a nd in thi s war , they may have been helped 
by KavA-dh who had married a da ug h ter of the Hunnic king . In this 
war, wherein he fought on the side of the Huns as their a lly, he lost 
some of his eastern provinces, es pecia lly tlie province of Sindh . It is 
this loss that Kalidas refers to as the defeat of the Persians (Parasikas). 
We do not learn from Firdousi's Shahnamah a nything about the 105 
of a ny terri tories on the frontiers of India either 
Evidence fro m by Firouz or by KobA-d. Ta bari and Ma\(oudi 
P~rsian History. a lso do not speak directly of any loss of Persia n 
territories on the frontiers of Ind ia . Tabari indirectly refers to such a 
Inss. While speaking o[ the conquests of Naoshirwan, he ays: " Then 
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Naoshirwan desired to possess equally a certain portion of Hindustan. 
He made a large army, with a , disting uished genera l at its head 
march aga inst Hindustan (and) against Serandib where lived its 
king. . . . This (Indian) king surrendered to him all the coun-
tries in the neighbourhood of Oman which had already been ceded to 
Persia in the time of Behra mgour1 • " 
What we learn from this passage is thi s : A pa rt of India on its 
frontiers belonged a t one time to Persia under Behramgour. Between 
the time of that monarch and tha t of Naoshirwan, it had passed back 
from the ha nds of the Persians in to the hands of the Indian king . 
"Ve do not know in whose reig n it so passed. But, looking to the history 
of the reigns of two of the several interve ning kings, we find tha t it 
may be either in the reig n of Firouz who was killed in the war with 
the HaetaIi te Huns, or in tha t of Kobild, who a lso had friendly and 
unfriendly relations with them. Of these two, the reig n of Kobild 
was much weaker. H e had to meet the brunt, both, of a kind of 
civil war and a foreig n war. So, possibly it was during his reig n, tha t 
a part of India which belonged to Persia in the reig n of Behramgour, 
passed into the hands of t he Indian king . Ma~oudi also does not throw 
a ny lig ht on the question. Wha t we learn from him is simply this: 
" The k ings of Hind a nd of Sind a nd of a ll the countries on the north 
and south concluded peace with the king of Persia (Naoshirwa n}." The 
I ndian king writes a letter " to his brother, the king of Persia, 
master of the crown and the banner, Kesr Anaoushirawan." 
I.:;;;{I) I.., ~W·I~L., V")~ W10 ~~, ,jl) 
" (':J 1 ) r. .,.; j I.~S'Y"..( 
On weig hing the a rg uments on both sides, including the a ppeals to 
the relations of the Huns to the Sassa nide Per-
My view of the sians, I am inclined to say, that the credit of 
case. crushing the power of the Huns in India belong s 
to Yashodha rma n. The a uthority of the Chinese traveller is a la ter 
a uthority and a second-hand a uthori ty. Again, there is one sta tement 
of this traveller, which leads us to pa use before taking his statements 
as a uthentic. He places the Hunnic king Mihircula some centuries 
ago. ' If that be true, the da te of Ba laditya a nd also that of Yasho-
dharma a re carried some centuries ago. This is contrary to facts . 
, Translated from Zotenberg's French Transla tion. Vot. H. p . . ... Chap. 42 • 
• Ma~oudi par B. DeMeynard. Vot. n. p. ' 0 1. 
• Bears Buddhist Record •• ' 01. I. " . ,Gg. 
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Now, as opposed to this doubtful authority of the Chinese pilgrim-
traveller, who speaks (n) some time after the event, and (b) that on 
second-hand information, and (c) uJ1setting the chronological order of 
t ime, we have (a) the contemporary authority and (b) that the first 
hand authority, (c) supported by a proper chronological orde: of dates 
of Yashodharma's own inscriptions. 
I t is suggested that the court-poet of Yashodharman may have given 
false credit to his royal patron on his inscriptions. But ,ye must bear 
in mind, that kings have some reputation to uphold . If Yashodhar-
man had not been the real, victor, he would not haye dared to get a 
wrong inscription put up. He ran the risk of being taken for a 
braggart or boaster by his contemporaries, by both, the princes and the 
peasants. The court-poet may be allowed to praise his royal master 
and even to deify him, if he liked; but he would not be allowed to 
subject his master to public ridicule by attributing to him a feat or 
-exploit which he did not do. To exaggerate in praise is one thing, 
but to state an untruth and to attribute a feat to the king which he 
Jid not do is another thing. The latter, instead of raising the king 
in the estimation of his contemporaries, his own subjects, would lower 
him. Fr0m all these considerations, I think that the real credit of 
breaking the power of the Huns belonged to king Yashodharman. 
As said above, the History of the.Sassanian kings of Persia has been 
appealed to, in determining the question of destroying the power of the 
Huns in India. In this connection, there is one point which seems to 
me· to. be important. If Kalidas refers to a defeat of the Persians, it 
is more likely that he refers to a defeat at the hands of his own 
people, the Indians, and at the hands of a king of his own country, 
and not to a defeat at the hand of others,-the Huns-who were a lso 
hostile to his people and his country. So, it is more likely that the 
event referred to the later event of Kayadh's reign as p:>inted out by 
Dr. Hoernle. From all this rather long review of eYents, we find that 
it waS king Yashodharma, who broke the power of the Huns and it 
was he who was known as Vikramaditya. 
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